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FOREWORD
The concept of a space minnion that might send a npaceavaft to within
a few solar radii o f the Sun's surface wan first diocianed in depth at a bi:-.pon-
ium held at the California lantititte of Technology in May 1978, The popularity
of thin symposium and its subsequent proceedings, A Clos,27ft of the Sun (JPL
Publication 78-70, 1978), clearly demonstrates a strong interest by a broad crono-
Section of scientists in a Sun-grazing minnion. Firot t Space plasma ncientiaLn
want to directly sample In situ that portion of the. Sun's outermost atmosphere
where the corona, in hoated and 
the 
nol., ,x wind is formed and accelerated. Second,
nolar phynioiots appreciate the unique. ultra-hlgh-renolution optical imaging that
can be done of the Sun's surface and the inner corona. Finally, phynicints
interested in experitnental3y testini, the theories of relativity, gravity, and the
internal strunure of the Sun Bee an opportunity to conduct experiments of
uniqueness and/or precision essentially Impossible in any other way.
During, the two years following thin Symposium, a, solar flyby mission
was discussed in detail by tlie Space Science Board's Committee on Space Astronomy
and Astrophysics which endorsed the potential science that could be accomplished
and called for further Study and review (k StratpZy for Space Antrono!g and
following thin endorsement, theAstro phy sics for 010 1,980 1 n, NAS, 1979). 617(^^ refy
_SW`S*CGR IYGC_Q^	 ^a Space Physics gave it a firm recot pmendation In its
report {Solar-Svstem Suice Physics in the 1980 1 s: A Research Pqg __^ggy, NAS, 1980).
In 
the 
same Limeframo is those reports were being imepared, the National Acronau-
ticti and Space, Administration was funding 010 Intensive Study of mission concept
sehemon and the requisite Loohnology areas through 
the JQL Propulsion Laboratory.
By the. Spring of 1.480 it became clear that further review of both the
science content and 010 mission implementation Schemes was in order. A Science/
Mission Review was thus held at NASA Headquarters May 35-16, 1980, attended by
the JPL Project Study Office personnel and 13 scientists representing; the three
major discipline areas noted above. The conclusion of thin meeting was to form
ad hoe science study toams to conduct formal, In-depth reviews of the three major
areas of science investigation and to provide further direction of the Project
Office for technology studies, The results of these study efforts were then pre-
sented at a second Science/Mission Review held March 31, 1981, again at Headquar-
ters. This present document contains the final reports from that meeting, and
thus represents the most current work on the possible science content and mission
implementation schemes of a solar flyby mission, now called officially "STARPROBB."
Extensive technology Studies are currently being Jointly funded by the
Office or Space Science and the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology. At
their completion, a technology readiness review will be hold to judge the po(li-
bilities of and limitations on a solar flyby mission. Unfortunately, however,
the prognosis for an early new start authorization for a program of thin magnitude
has deteriorated with the decreasing resources available for space science missions
in general.
, 0
ix
0/I	 C, "
The potential science return from thin type of ,1noioa in truly p roo-
digioun. The region very clone to the Sun in one of the last unexplored rogiono
of the solar oyatem, and must be investigated If we are ever to underotand Dome of
the moot fundamental properties of otarop the Sun, and the helionphere, In
addition to performing unique experiments in the arann of relativIntle and gravi-
tational physics. The importance of these science of%AV,aives in invariant to 
the
timeframe of the mionion.
Many people have been involved
particular, Frederick L. Scarf, Robert D.
contributed u-ioelfiohly of their time to
ind nee that the final reports were writt
ILTARPROBE Project Study Office, and Bruce
JPL STARPROBE Study Scientists, coordinat
study qfforLo t respectively, and saw to t
in the formulation of thin document. In
Reacenborg and Arthur H. C. Walker, Jr.,
chair the three ad hoc science study teamn
on, James R. Randolph, Manager of the JILL
I. Goldstein and James 11. Underwood, the
ed the minoior technology and science
he publication of thin document.
J. David Bohlin, Chief
	
George P. Newton, Chief
Solar & Helionphorie
	
Advanced Pro8ram and
Physics Branch
	
Technology Branch
Solar Terrestrial & Astrophysics Division
Office of Space Science
NASA Headquarters
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ABSTRACT
For oeveralyearn, NASA huo been studying the concept of a miosion
called STARPROBE which would wend a opacceraft extremely close to the Sun (peri-
helion of 4 volur radii) to curry out scientific Inveotigation& in the three
urea& of polar internal d,,,-aamico and relativity, solar plasma a,id particl o. dynamics,
and polar utmoopheric structure. Three oeparate committee& were convened by NASA
to study the ocientific rationale and instrumentation problem& for cacti of these
areas. The conclusions reached by three committees are presented in the first
three chapter& of this report. The fourth chapter summarized the current miosion
and cyntem design concept& responding to the recommendation& of the study teamo.
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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
The Starprobe Ad Hoc Gravity and Relativity Committee met on 20 and
21 October 1980 
at 
JPL. The findin3s of that committee are summarized in this
report, which disregards other possible scientific aspects of STAR1 1110131 . The
STAIRPROBE .fission is capable of making a significant contribution to our under-
standing of the laws of gravitation and to out knowledge of the internal struc-
ture of stars in general and of the Sun in particular. A possible contribution
to neutrino physics is also identified.
To be successful, this mission requires the development of some new
technology. An opportunity exists to augment the success of the mission if
additional technological advances are made and incorporated. Sections 1.1 and
1.2 provide a summary of applicable material from two areas of astrophysics;
stellar structure and experimental relativity. These sections provide the scien-
tific basis for Section 1,3, in which we consider the scientific objectives under
three categories; A, established; B, possible; C, secondary. Sectior, 1.4 is
devoted to a discussion of technological considerations and Section 1.5 contains
the recommendatiofts of the committee,
1.1
	 SOME PROBLEMS IN SOLAR AND ST
Stellar structure
where a direct confrontation
the 1960s, stellar structure
opacity tables developed to
was generally believed that
stood. Plausible models had
able data.
was one of ­ ­ ----- ------ -- -- -- -
between theory and observation was possible. During
and evolution were studied using computer codes and
model thermonuclear devices. By the early 1970s, it
the principal aspects of this subject had been under
been constructed to match the sparse set of avail-
The models were tested by compariig Hertzaprung-Russel (H-R) diagrams
from various star clusters with theoretical models for main sequence stars and
isochrones. The earliest versions of such diagrams were introduced by
Hertzsprung and by Russell using spectral class and magnitude. Modern versions
attempt to transform the observables, photometric color and photometric magni-
tude, to the theoretically needed effective temperature and bolomotric magni-
tude. This transformation can be uncertain and we will generally refer to all
such diagrams as H-R diagrams. Such observational data as those summarized by
Sandage (1975) and Arp (1958) and theoretical wor ?
 try Schwarzacbild (1958),
Then (1967), and others formed the basis for the tests. The results were
satiofactory in a broad sense; the theory was not found to be grossly out of
line. In a more detailed sense, however, the theory was not tested. The com-
parison was not very precise; errors of 10% would not have been noticeable. The
lack of measured stellar masses introduced a degree of freedom which could
obscure an error that would alter all stellar models in a similar way.
The success of stellar, theory in reproducing cluster H-R diagrams
has led many astronomers and physicists to take an overly sanguine view of our
understanding of stellar structure. Today there is evidence that the standard
models are insufficient. We first consider problems encountered with solar data
and then turn to evidence from stellar studies.
1.111	 Sources of Data for Solar Models
Because of its proximity, and thus the relative ease with which it
can be observed, the Sun serves as a particularly important test case for models
of stellar evolution and structure. It appears to be a stable star evolving
along the main sequence; thus it should be relatively easy to model. Constraints
on models of the internal structure of the Sun have traditionally come from a
small set of externally measurable parameters including the mass, radius,
luminosity, and surface composition. An additional datum comes from the solar
neutrino experiment of Davis et al. (For Pramp3c, see Bahcall and Davis, 1976.)
More recently, solar oscillation measurements have become available to test the
models of solar structure.
1.1.2	 Canonical Theory of Stellar Structure Versus Experiments
Much of the evaluation of the theory of solar and stellar structure
has revolved indirectly about the "theorem" due to Russell and Vogt which states
that, for a specified mass and chemical composition, there is a unique stellar
model. Since the present solar internal composition is uniquely determined by
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nuclear physics and the Sun's initial composition (assumed uniform), and
the time-dependent terms are negligible for the Sun, we should be able t
calculate unique theoretical predictions for each of the Sour tests belt
status of the "canonical theory" is summarized in Table 1-1,
Th<a solar neutrino flux and solar oscillations, bath of which are
discussed further below, are the subjects of the four "canonical theory" prediew
tions, `l'he, vigenfunctions of solar Oscillation are described by their
three indices: a is the mode order (i,e,, the number of nodes in the radial
direction), and Q. and m define the surface harmonic that describes the angular
distribution, X nt (t^, ) ,:The tests allow that (1) about four times as many
neu trinos are predicted as are observed with a Cl detector; (2) the eigen-
frequencies of highly nonradial modes of oscillation (500 	 k	 2000), obser-
vationally known as the "five-minute o6cillations," are in hood agreement with
theory, (3) with the possible exception of the spacing between R - 0 and k - 2,
the spacings of the frequencies of thcIsO five-minute oscillations, as observed
from the South Pole, agree with theory for the lowest degree modes (k - 0,1,2,3)
and successive, values of mode order n; and (4) the values of the frequencies of
these lowest degree modes, as opposed to their spacing, may not agree with
observation, however, the frequency theory is subject to unusual absolute accu-
racy requirements (i.e., the observed frequencies have :fractional uncertainties
of about 10-3 , hence a 0.37, error in Ghe theory its significant), and thus the
failure of this test is less significant than the failure of other predictions.
As of a .few years ago, the standard models predicted a neutrino flux
3 t i iiios larger than that observed (Bahcall and Davis, 1976). Over the last few
years, there have been small. changes in both theory and experimental results,
but these have not significantly altered the disparity. The calculation of the
It expected" neutrino flux includes several difficult stepti, and depends critically
Ott the cross-sections of some low-energy nuclear reactions. ;iome of these cross•
sections are too small to measure and therefore must be obtained by theoreti.cctj.
extrapolation from other cross sections. Other cross-sections, including those
from which the extrapolations are made, are measurable only with great difficulty.
Recently, particle physics theories have predicted a "neutrino oscil-
lation" which may be able to reduce the apparent neutrino flux discrepancy
(Bahcall, 1978; Ba11call. et al,, 1.980), This explanation is highly speculative,,
however, and should not be relied upon for an understanding, of the internal
workings of the Sun. Rather., the measurement at Earth of the solar tleutrittO
flux may prove to be an important test of the "neutrino oscillation" theories.
Before such a test is considered useful., however, there-must lie a substantial
increase in the reliability of the prediction of the flux of neutrinos gener^
ated by the Sun,
1.1.3	 Noncanonical A,scmlptions to Reconcile Experimental Data
A 
variety 
of noncanonical assumptions have been suggested in the past
to account for the lack of solar neutrinos. Tour of the most interesting of
these aro listed in Table 1-2. The "low 7. model," (Joss, 1974) probably cannot be
tested with the STARPROBE, Mission and is not discussed further here.
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Table 1-1. Stellar thenay
Canonical theory says that solar structure In uniquely defined.
ltusool-VogL Theorem.
Tests of canonical theory;
Solar no4tr1nos
Solar oscillations
Binary stars
OlunLor diagrams
Suecea sses of canonical theot°yt
Can match effective temperature and luminosity for binary
stars, e.l"stor diagrams and tho Sun
Can match frequency spacing of low dogree modes of
Ono 11.1aat~ion
Can match high dogroo, froquencies and spacing;
Problem areas;
Ton few neutrinos
Possible problems: with low degree oscillation Troq"onvy
values
Blue stragglers
HKOneion above zero-ago main sequence
Summary t
Canonl.cal theory is In a bit of trouble
i
i
Q
Table 1-2. Nonc,anou;lval nsaump t tans
Nonaan for ►n Initial Yompnsit ion ( low Z Model)
Mixing: fast, slow, episodic
Causos: merid_tonal circulation, waves
Primordtaal rignetic field
Decay tunes of 3 loagomt lived modes (10 9 years)al
25
10
to
Rotation in the Yore
aSoo Ulrich (1974) and references therein.
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I,:anonical theory assumes that no "mixing" of envelope material into the
OOrO LaRVS place. Mixing would lead to a hydrogen-enhanced core which would be
cooler and produce a smaller neutrino flux than the care of a comparable =mixed
star. The solar models With mixing are influenced by the possibility of rapid
core rotation. Although eXinting limits on the solar oblatonesn are oufficim
to rule out centripetal acceleration an a cause for the difficulties of the
canonical solar model, a variety of mixing processes becomes possible in the
presence of strong differential rotation, Thuc detection Of J2 at a level above
that required by uniform rotation would provide a strong impetus to the further
study of rotaLlon-driven mixing. Such processes as Eddington-Sweet circulation,
Mow= pumping,,, and Goldreich-Schubert instability are examples of mechanisms
which could prove significant for as rapidly rotating core.
Magnetic fields are perhaps the Most Intriguing of the noneanonical
assumptions. if they are important to solar structure, they can significantly
change the solar oscillation spectrum (Tasaoul, 1978, p. 425, and references
therein). Although magnetic fields can introWe more free gravitational param-
eters than one could hope to estimate with STARPROBE, these configurations which
decay most slowly as a result of ohmic dissipation are close to dipoles In
structure. A small dipole field would necessitate th, addition of only as tew
gravitational parameters, although no circulation is yet available which gives
the relation between the field strength and J2 (in a coordinate frame defined
by the dipole axis). The existence of strong fields In some neutron stars sug-
gusts that a significant field In the solar Interior is not impossible.
Tf the Sun has a largo centered dipole magnetic field, the induced
distortion of the gravitational potential will be indistinguishable from that
caused by rotation as long as the axes of rotation and magnetic. 	 are
aligned. Such alignment Is unlikely; if the J 2 axis turns 
Out to be displaced
from the solar rotation axis, a magnetic dipole field can be inferred. If this
were detected by the STARPROBE Mission, IL would be a result of major importance.
In fact, such an off-axis; oblatoness signal has been suggested by Dicke (1980)
through an analysis of the Dicke and Goldenberg (1967) data.
Numerous other, more highly speculative models have also been
advanced to explain the apparent shortage of solar neutrinos. Among those are;
(1) The core Is in a transient state in which it Nes not produce-
neutrinos; the surface does not reflect this state because of
the Sun's long energy diffusion time. (Fowler, 1972. Soo also
Dille and Gough, 1974.)
(2) A small black hole at the center of the Sun would produce onerq,^
without neutrinos. Some thermonuclear burning would provide all
the observed neutrinos. (Clayton et al., 1975.)
(3) If the Sun formed in stages, the compost Lion of the core could
be different from that of the surface. :if the core were low in
helium and high in Metals, it would be convective and have
reduced neutrino emission (Hoyle, 1975).
r
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Shorts-period solar oscillations have been reported by hill et al.
(1979) and Gree et al, (1930). The excitation mechanisms for these oscillations
need to be explained, Since some of the oscillations are able to transport a
large amount of energy from the interior to the surface, they may lower the
effective opacity and lead to a cooler interior and a lower neutrino flux than
would otherwise be expected. Calculations by Johnson et al. (1979) and by
Christensen-Dalegaard and Gough (1979) indicate that;
(1) The frequency spectrum of these oscillations is a useful probe
of the solar interior.
(2) The time varying solar quadrupole moment may be as much as 30% of
the static quadrupole moment expected from uniform rotation.
However, this conjecture is based on the reported amplitude of
the 160-minute oscillations. The optical determination of this
amplitude is quite uncertain; eventhe detection of the oscilla-
tion has been questioned, although the estimated amplitude is
7 times the formal standard deviation (Scherrer et al., 1980).
(3) The ratio of the amplitude of the visual, and the gravitational
time-dependent quadrupole moments provide a useful constraint on
the structure of the solar interior.
	
1.1.4	 Solar Luminosity Variations and Climate Questions
The classical theory of stellar evolution requires the Sun's luminos-
ity to have been 25% smaller some 5 billion years ago when it joined the main
sequence. Sagan and Mullen (1973) calculate that this could have led to xxozen
oceans which, because of the high albedo of ice, would not have melted. (See
also Newman and Rood, 1977.) of course, conditions in the distant past were
different from those of today. An altered continental distribution implies a
different pattern of ocean circulation and heat transport. Even a modest change
in the composition of the atmosphere could alter the greenhouse effect. Thus
there may not be a contradiction between a cooler Sun in the past and the
presence of life on Barth today. Here, as in the case of the neutrino oscilla-
tions discussed above, a reliable determination of the behavior of the Sun would
be of value to another branch of science.
	
1.1.5	 Sun Spot Cycle Questions
Two other questions should be addressed. The 22-year sun-spot cycle,
and the Maunder minimum (Eddy, 1976), if it exists, both need to be explained.
Barnes et al. (1980a, b) have shown that these phenomena can be modeled by a
nonlinear process driven by band-limited white noise. However, neither a physical
basis for the narrow-band response nor a source of the driving noise has been
identified.
F_
0
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1.1.6	
New 
Tests of Stellar Structure
in the past 10 years, new tests of stellar structure Lheory have been
developed based on the canonical theory discussed above which makes predictions
about stars	 e predictions .ire 1and stellar populations. Some of thet odial 	  now atl
variance with observations. The long-term studyof eclipsing b1ni *ry stars our-
ried out by Popper (1980) has now yielded enough objects With known mass M,
radius It, and luminosity L 
that 
a meaningful comparison between theory and
observation in possible. The 1, versus M comparison with binary atarn is Food
to within observational error, but the R 
versus M relation predicts stars too
small by IOZ 
it 
M - 1.4 M 0'
1-1.7	 Blue Stragglers
A prediction of the canonical theory is that all stars that 
have the
same initial composition and mass should exhaust their hydrogen simultaneously;
more massive stars are shorter lived. It Is generally assumed that all of the
Stars in a cluster are the same age. Some clusters containsLars which are.
the main sequence but are more massive than the stars which 
are 
currently exIu'1usL-
Ing their core hydrogen and are, mov"ng off the main sequence. These stars,
which are oallod blue stragglers (Wheeler 1979a, b), occupy in anomalous position
in the cluster II-R diagram — to the blue of the cluster turnoff. Thus they
appoa!• to be less evolved than the Other cluster members and their existence may
coiuradi,n tho canonical -theory. One possible explanati l on of this phenomenon
is Ghat Lhose stars have an oxondod main sequence lifetime due to mixing of
hydrogen into the core. Other evidence for mixing is provided by the observa-
tions of Haodor and Mermilliod (1980), who found that the main sequences of
34 clusters extended much too far above the zero-age main sequence. They pro-
posed that the zone of mixing In stellar interiors is more extended than was pre-
viously thought.
L.1.8	 The Contribution of STARPROBE, Gravity Data
The most predictable result of the STARPROBE gravity study will be as
jiloasuromont of J 2 and an inforenvo about the state of rotation of the solar
interior. Kraft (1970) has summarized L11V observational data concerning stellar
rotation and finds a break in the dependence of rotation rate, on mass. Figure 1-1
shows these data. Clearly as rapidly rotating solar core is within reason.
The measurement of J2 will be offundamental importance in the study
of the process of star formaLion. It would be useful to know how the. angular
momentum 
of the protosolar cloud was distributed between 
the Sun ' nd its planets.
As a first step toward this 	
solar
understanding, we should doLormine. the present
angular	 inaccurately inferred from the._,ular momentum of 
the Sun, which may be, 
surface rotation. Young stars often have equatorial surface rotation rates in
the range 15 to 30 IC111/8 (cf. the Sun at 2 km/s). Figure. 1-2 shows the distribution
of absorption line widths in a sample of young stars. These stars are a factor
of 2 to 5 times larger than they will be oil the main sequence and some of them
have masses near I MO. Thus it i s possible that the Sun began its life on the
main sequence with a rotation rate. as much as 30 'times faster 
than the present
apparent rate.
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The decay of the rapid rotation of young stars may be resp
   4	 1	 1, n 0	 if" no4A h"nU4AM. Liu activity typically  observe d 44 these V j %. u 0	 0"	 .C)
the solar wind is usually appealed to 
as the mechanism responsible for the our-
rent p low surface rotation rate. The, relationship between the strength of' t I
chromoopherie activity and cluster age observed by Wilson and Skumanich (1967)
supports this view. However as Kraft (1970) has emphasized, there its consider-
able doubt about many of these conclusions because of a variety of observational.
uncertainties, 'Even if the solar core does not rotate quite this rapidly, there
is an excellent chance that the value of J2 is well above that expected on 01C
basis of uniform rotation.
The evidence presented in this section was discussed in terms of the
present standard theory of stellar structure and evolution. This canonical
theory, although able to fit the older kinds of data, is now at variance with
some modern high-accuracy data, Perhaps we have entered into a new phase of
stellar theory development, If so, then the experimental evidence suggests that
the nQW 0100riCS should be. able to include the effects of differential rotation,
Tho Sun, the best observed star, will continue to play 
an important part in
testing now theories. By measuring the solar quadrupole moment, STARPROBE
could contribute to the idvaneo of stellar and solar physics.
1.2	 SOME PROBLEMS IN EXPERIMENTAL RELATIVITY
1.2.1	 The Parameterized Post-Newtonian Formalism of Gravitational. Relativity
in addition to general relativity, there now exist several
rolativistic theories of gravitation that are consistent with available experi-
mental results. In order to compare theories with experiments, a parametric
'"super theory" has been developed. Known today as the Parameterized Post-
Newtonian (PPN) formalism, this approach is applicable in the. solar system where
the dimensionless gravitational potential 0 and typical velocities v are small(If < o x 10-6 and v 2 is of order 0. In a post-Newtonian formalism, terms are
grouped according to the combined powers of ip and v 2 . 'fhe first-order LC',, rM8 are
Newtonian; second-order, post-Newtonian. Higher order terms are neglected, An
early version of the PPN formalism was given by Eddington and Robertson, who
introduced three ad hoc parameters (a, 0, and y) Into a power series expansion
of the general relativistic metric in Isotropic form. From 
the 
empirical defini-
tion of the unit of mass and the gravitational constant, a - 1. However, it is
often convenient to ignore this and use a as a parameter that describes the
gravitational, redshift. Heuristically, S is a measure of 
the 
nonlinearity of
the superposition law for gravity and 1 , is a measure 
of 
the curvature of space,
produced by mass. (For example, see Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler, 1973, p. 1072.)
The complete PrN formalism has 10 parameters, but our discussion will be
restricted to the three original ones.
1.2.2	 Relation Of Gravity to Other Fundamental Interactions
Interest in estimating the PPN parameters goes beyond a desire to
distinguish among current theories. Gravitation is the weakest of the four
fiindamontal Interactions and by far the most difficult to study experimentally.
Because it is long range and because its "charge" is proportional to inertial
mass, gravitation is able to dominate the large-scale structure of the universe,
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The strong) electromagnetic, and weak interactions show promise of
being unified In the near future. However, gravitation Naas thud fat s managed
to remain distinct, There in a body of opinion that holds that the current
class of theories of gravitation will manifest their weaknesses on the conmo-
logical scale or at the subatomic scale yr both. However, the opportunity to
detect the failure of such theories in limitQd to those domains in which experi-
meat is possible. Thus volar-aystem tents of relativity assume an important
place in contemporary physics.
	
1, 2.3	 Advance of the Perihelion of Mercury
one of the classical tents of general relativity is based on the
advance of the perihelion of Mercury. Excluding planetary perturbations, the
secular advance is given by
3nr	 It''	 a.adianrao	 ?_ ^t	 ..61_^^._^,,; - t ^- ,T2 r, g	 revolut ionQ
,)
where I) - 61-0 in Mercur y 's semilatus rectum; r0 v 3 km Is the gravitational
radius of the Sun, and R w 7 x 10 1 km is its physical radius. The uncertainty
In Lho estimate of i from the V iking; rviatiViLy experiment to 0,2Z (Reasenberg
et al., 1979); further improvement is expected from the refined analysis of all
enlarged Viking data set. The separation of 8 and A with currently availabl.b
data is unsatisfactory. (For exaampl.e, see Reasenberl , 19811,) A detrarmination
of ,T2 by the STARPROBE Mission would make possible the direct and relatively
accurate determination of 0 from observat:iono of Mercury.
	
1.2.4	 Gravitaational, I odshieft Experiments
The gravitational redshift is another of the predictions of general.
relativity that was subject to early experimental. study, It was first reliably
detected by the Mussbauer experiment of found, RebRaa, and Snider, They reported
an uncertainty of 1,0Z in a measurement of the redshift of photons "falling;''
20 meters.
The gravitational red;;hii`t: is now not thought of as a test of ,general
relativity, per :acs, but rather as a manifestation of the principle of equival.e.nce,
which is a Foundation stone of all relativistic theories of gravity. Should any
aspect of the principle of equivalence fail an experimental test, the current
ideas about the nature of gravitation would have to be replaced.
In a recent experiment, Gravity Probe "A" (GP-A), by Vessot cat al..
(1980), a hydrogen maser was flaws in a spacecraft on a suborbital trajectory.
A multilink doppler tracking and communication system was used to compare the
flying, clock with its counterparts on the ground. This experiment served to
test the predictions of general relativity for the combined effects of the
second-order Doppler shift and the. gravitational redshift. The predicted
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VoMponiLo relativistic effect wan confirmed with an unportainLy of 70 paw per
million.
1.3	 GRAVITY 
AND 
RELATIVITY SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
1.3.1	 Established Scientific Objectives - The Measurement of J2
A primary scientific objective of the Starprobe Mission would be to
determine A through the analysis of spacecraft tracking data. Optical measure-
ments of the visual oblaten yoo of the Sun made by Dicke and Goldenberg (1967)
are inconsistent with the more recent optical measurements made by Hill and
Stebbins (1975). These measurements baser In a somewhat model-dependent fashion
on 
the 
J2 components of 
the 
HpherieaT harmonic expansion of the solar potential,
1.3.2	 Possible Scientific ObjVeLiV08
We next consider four scientific objectives which, although possible,
either require further theoretleal analysis or special equipment on the space-
craft or spacecraft and tracking performance beyond the nominal mission
specifications.
1.3.2.1	 Other Zonal Gravitational Harmonies
For a uniformly rotating Sun it has generally been accepted that
J3 is approximately zero and that Q is similar to J22; 	 ;z 2 x 10-7. By using
a particular parametric model of solar Internal rotation, Ulrich and Hawkins
(1981) have shown that solar differential rotation can lead to Q smaller than
J2 by a factor of only about 10 and thus much larger Lnan J 22 . Thus a measure-
ment or constraint on the magnitude Of A would become a worthwhile scientific
objective Of this mission if it is shown through sensitivity studies that Q can
be estimated With an uncertainty of no more than 10-8. 
It 
also seems plausible
that other oven zonal harmonics, particularly J6, may also by large for a dif-
ferentially rotating Sun compared to what would be expected for a uniformly
notating; Sun. However, this conjecture has not been QsLed t and the ST&RPROBE
Mission Is unlikely to be able to measure J6 oven if it is as large as 10-20
1,3.2.2	 Variability of A
There is evidence that there are mechanical (both acoustic and
gravity wave) oscillations of the Sun, and corresponding periodic changes in the
gravitational potential are expected. The ratio of the amplitudes of correspond-
ing optical and gravitational oscillations is a probe of the Internal structure.
of the Sun. of particular interest is the 160-minute osAllation that is
associated with a periodic variation of the solar quadrupole moment. The ampli-
tude of the time-dependent J2 term is estimated to be of order 7 x 10-8
(Christensen-Dalsgaard and Gough, 1980) and thus measurable by STARPROBE. The
simultaneous observation of the optical variations from the ground and the gravi-
tational variations from STARPROBE is an attractive possibility.
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1.3-2.3	 Total Angular Momentum of the Sun
General relativity predicts a phenomenon known an the dragging of
inertial frames, of which there are many potential manifootationo, For example)
the time required for light to propagate around (or pant) a rotating body in dif-
ferent depending on whether the propagation is with or against the direction of
the rotation of the body. It in hoped that frame dragging will be demonstrated
during the 1980o by the Stanford Gyroneope Experiment (Gravity Probe B), Since
the effect 
is proportional to the angular momentum of the rotating body, the
precision radio tracking data from the STARPROBB Ninnion may permit a determina-
tion of the Sun l o angular momentum. if nueeconfuly thin would be the firot mea-
surement of a classical quantity in the solar system by means of a relativiatic
effect,
1.3-2.4	 Redshifn Experiment
The STARPROBE will experience a change in gravitational potential
of 0.5 x 10- 6 (in the usual dimenuionleao units for which G o c m 1). Thin
change will be 1,2 x 103 larger than the change in potential experienced by
GP-A. A redshift experiment based on the STARPROBE Mission could provide a Loot
of the predictions of general relativity to second order in thq oolar poten-
tial 1, where I - 2 x 10-6 at the surface of the Sun. For the next 10 years,
there seems little hope of doing a second-order WOOL experiment that uses
Earth's gravitational potential,
1.3.3	 Secondary Scientific Objectives
The radio tracking data of the STARPROBE Mission could be used to
achieve a number of secondary objectives in the areas of relativity and gravl-
tation physics. Data for these secondary objectives should be obtained on a
"best efforts" basic,
1.3.3.1	 Parameters of the Jovian System
The encounter with Jupiter (a brown dwarf star), although not unique,
could provide useful additional measures of several important parameters of the
Jovian system. Oe radio tracking data will be Pensitive, to Jupiter's mass and
to some of the lower order coefficients of the spherical harmonic expansion of
the Jovian potential. Further, it should be possible to arrange for the Jovian
segment of the flight to include a close encounter with at least one of Jupiter's
satellites, thus providing an improved measure of the satellite mass. The data
obtained from the Jovian flyby should, of course, be combined with the tracking
data from previous Jovian encounters. The combined data set will offer the
advantages of reduced degeneracy and increased redundancy. Ranging oboervations
made near the time of Jupiter encounter would be reduced to a single ranging
aormal point. A small set of these normal points, one of which may be obtained
at each spacecraft encounter, can be used to substantially improve the ephemeris
of Jupiter.
The combined Jupiter encounter data net would be uoed to entimate the
maon and low order even gonal harmonies e.g., J2 1 Q, and JO of Jupiter. Theoe
and the radius are the principal data conotraining models of the interior of the
planet. At preoent, the available mano, radiuo l and harmonic data for Jupiter
and Saturn are Inconoiotent with our understanding of the equation of state of
a hydrogen-helium mixture. (See Hubbard et al., 1980 0 copecially p, 5915.) The
situation calla for further investigation, both theoretical and experimental.
1.3.3.2	 Gravity Wave Detention
During interplanetary cruise, the spacecraft might be used 
as 
one
end of a ftcc-maov gravity wave detection system. Since the spacecraft will have
independent coherent doppler AM with the ground in two different frequency
hands (e.g. ) both S-band up and down linko and X-band up and down links), the
nenniLivity and the immunity to plasma phase noise of the radio tracking oyaLcm
for detecting gravity waves will be increased as compared to a purely X-band
nyotem (which In better than a purely S-band vynLem), provided only that the
link margins are sufficient. The mission would offer an extended period during
which the search for gravity waves could be conducted, Improved noioc immunity
may be achieved by the une of the proposed onboard hydrogen maser clock, pon-
aibly In conjunction with onboard doppler extraction, as will be discussed
below, but the theoretical baoin for these approaches to noise immunity need
to be demonstrated in detail,
1.3.3.3	 Estimates of 0 and y
Covariance studios have shown that the STARPROBE tracking data are
sensitive to the metric parameters I and 1. The physical effects which leads
to these sensitivities are, respectively, the relativistic perihelion advance
and time delay. From these nonnitivity studies, it appears that although the
VARPROBE Mission cannot provide estimates of 0 and y with smaller unnertain-
Lion than are available from other sources, STARPROBE can come clone to match-
ing those earlier accuracies. However ) these aeauitivity studies were based on
the tracking and drag compensation oyaLems an they were perceived several years
ago. Should these oystemo perform to higher standards, the metric parameters
0 and y might be usefully determined by the Starprobe Mission.
1.4	 TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS
In this section we consider three areas of technology which are of
particular importance to the relativity and gravitation physics aspects of the
STARPROBE Mission. The radio tracking and drag compensation systems are
essential for most of the objectives discussed in Section 1.3. An onboard
hydrogen maser would make possible a gravitational redshlft experiment and might
aid in achieving other objectives including a search for gravitational waves.
Other items, such as the thermal shielding, although critical to the mission and
requiring technological development, are not considered here.
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A1. G.1	 Tracking Syntem
All of 
the objectives dinvu0ned in Section 1.3 depend directly on the
radio tracking OYOLOM. For mont of the minnion obivetIvent includinf; the Q
estimate, the critical data munt be taken 1101 
the Qavvv ralt In near the sun,
and the radio flignal l; Intuit therefore paon through LK War vorona. The
voroLal plaumq caunen the tracking nignaln to oNporienoc, a frequenvy-rtepcndent
delay. Plasma inhomogoneition vauuo multipaLh interference and fading of the
signal.
The STARPROBE encounter with the Sun 
in 
a unique and brief event,
The tracking system aunt be designed 
not 
Only 
to 
provide the required accuracy
but to be robunt and reliable. Advantage nh quld be taken of the opportunity to
perform in-flight pre-polar-encounter Cents of all systems. These LCOLO are
particularly Important at Jupiter encounter; thin will be the first, test of the
drag compensation OyOLOM in the presence of radiation. Tho tents should be per-
formed even if (contrary to our present eupectation) they degrade the Jupiter
encounter ovienev,
1. 4 .'.1	 Doppler Tracking
The current standard NASA doppler tracking system uses phase-coherent
electronics and operaw at S-band. An additional downlink at X-band ban been
available on a few npaeecrafL (Viking orbiters, Voyager. etc.). When Lho
HartWpacevraft path Is far from the SuN tho typioal S-band tracking noise
corresponds to 0.2 mm/o of equivalent velocity noise for a one-minute aycl y
-Pounting interval. Thin noise level increases precipitously a9 the ray pat
approaches the Sun. Under "fair to good" tracking conditions, the system slips
only rarely (i.e., it gains or loves a cycle loan often than once per hour);
phase coherence is maintained.
Tho "baseline" STARPROBB doppler tracking oyorem would use two two-way
phase-coherent links operating simultaneously: one 
at 
S-band With an uplink frX
quoncy of 2.1 GR and one 
at 
X-band with an uplink frequency of 7.1 GO. If
plasma effects were small and if the transponder turnaround ratios for these
two bands were the same, then the s ystem would 
be 
able to eliminate first-order
(i.e., af-2 but not those parts af-b plasma-induced noise in the measured
round-trip phase path. Unfortunately, neither of those assumptions is correct.
Coronal scintillation will cause the phas looked loops of the ground station
receiver to go in and out of lock intermittently. Substantially eifferent
spacecraft transponder turnaround ratios will cause an incomplete cancellation
of the coronal contribution to the phase delay. (At S-band the turnaround ratio
is 240/221 a 1.085; at X-band the ratio is 880/749 m 1.175.)
It is estimated (Koerner, 1980) that the baseline tracking system
would provide a velocity measurement error of %0.3 millimeters per second near
close encounter with the Sun. However, this performance should not be compared
directly with the 0.2 millimeter-per-second tracking accuracy ordinarily
achieved with S-band and spacecraft for which the ray path does not pass close
to the Sun. The important difference is in the phase coherence of the usual
tracking; phase coherence substantially enriches the information content of the
rnQul Lin, data.
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The analysis of the tracking system accuracy that was present(
the October 1980 meeting was based on the assumption that the spacecraft
I AU behind the Sun. This assumption contributes 
in two significant ways
mismodeling:
Signals transponded by STARPROBE when it in in front of t
All I	 passed through   1non	 ,10211n ohn" 0au encounter W	 1"Vz 	 11 1 	#-"-
transponded by a spacecraft at I the same Sun-Earth-spacecraft:
angle and 1 AU behind the Sun.
(2) Signals transponded by STARPROBE at the Sun see essentially the
same plasma on the uplink as they do on the downlink. Signals
transponded by a spacecraft at I AU behind the Sun see different
parts of the inhomogeneous plasma near the Sun because of changes 	
00that take place during the 1000 second Sun-spacecraft-Sun
propagation time: the plasma moves radially at about 1.00 km/s,
and Earth moves around the Sun at about 30 km/s.
The first-order plasma-induced delay is proportional to NE-2 , where
N is the columnar electron content of the signal path and f is the signal fre-
quency. Thus the use of higher frequencies is detArable. Within K-band there
are two frequency spans allocated to space communications. These are in the
Ku 0.5-35 to 17.25 GHz) and Ka (33 to 36 GHz) sub-bands. The use of signals
in one of these sub-bands makes possible several attractive tracking systems.
Some of these are listed in Table 1-3. Unfortunately neither spacecraft equipment;
nor ground-based (i.e., DSN) equipment is currently available for these bands.
The difficulty (cost) of adding such equipment has not yet been assessed.
1.4.1.2	 Ranging
The second standard radio observable is ranging, i.e., the group
delay of a signal returned to a tracking station by a spacecraft transponder.
The present S-band system has an uncertainty of less than 2 m. under "good" con-
ditions. (By convention, when units of distance are used they refer to one way
distance and when units of time are used they refer to round trip — i.e.,
-°two-way propagation time.) It has been found during solar conjunction experi-
ments that the ranging system produces useful data under propagation conditions
somewhat worse than those that cause the Doppler system to fall. Thus ranging
can add robustness to the STARPROBE Mission for which the tracking is marginal
for the critical encounter phase.
If we assume a model corona with density p = ar _n , where r is the distance to
the solar center, then the path from Earth to the spacecraft behind the Sun
contains 4 times as much plasma as the path to STARPROBE for a simple model
with n = 2. For a more realistic model with n > 2, the ratio is larger.
(1)
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Table 1-3. Possible tracking configurations
Bandsia
Configuration	 Uplink	 Corresponding downlinks
S	 S
X	 x	 K
2 x x 8
K IC
X x
K K S
4b x x K
K K
a K band is assumed to be Ku, If Ka were also available, it could be used tob advanLage.
Configuration 4 may violate DSN constraints.
A wider bandwidth system for use at X-band and above is now being
considered. (The system cannot be used at S-band because of limits on the total
bandwidth available for space communication in that part of the Spectrum.) This
now system would have substantially greater accuracy. Thus one can envision the
proposed X-band high-accuracy system being used along with the old S-band aystem.
From the S-band range is and X-band range ix, one can form a linear combination
io that is the vacuum-equivalent range, free (to first order) from the efrect of
the plasma:
IV 0 = A T x + B Ts
where A = (1.-a 2 ) -1 , B = I-A, and a is the ratio of the S-band and X-band carrier
frequencies. For a = 3/11, A = 1.08 and B = -0.08. Similarly for the uncertain-
ties, we find
2	 2
G 0 , A2 (i +B 2 cry
if the measurement errors are independent. Thus the measurements at the two
frequencies make equal contributions to Go at as/ax = a-2— 13.5; a system with
a single measurement uncertainty of 20 cm is reasonable. (The ranging system
suffers from the same problems as does the doppler system as a result of the
difference between the frequency multiplication ratios used by the spacecraft
transponder for the two bands. The same solutions are applicable.)
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A partially published study (Reasenberg .nd Shapiro, 1978) chowed
that ranging data (o m 10 n6 m 1,1 m) may be more ,^jvful than doppler data
(o - 0.1 mm/s) for the estimation of J2 from STARPROBE tracking. It also showed
a synergy between LhQ, two observables, However, this early study neglected
spacecraft process noise (nongravitaLional acceleration) and thus should be
repeated.
1.4.2	 Drag Comp(nisation, System
The drag compensatioa system is the second of the technologies that
are CriLic0l to the gravity and relativity physics aspects of the STARPROBE
mission. At solar encounter the non-gravitational acceleration of an uncompen-
sated STARPROBE spacecraft would be of oruer. 10-4 M/s2 - 10-5 g. By comparison,
sensitivity Studies have shown that the nominal objectives can be reached if the
nongraviLational acceleration is compensated, leaving a white acceleration noise
with variance corresponding to (10-10 g)2 • 60 s. Although the white noise
assumption is convenient for preliminary studies, eventually it must be replaced
by a realistic model of the spacecraft process noise.
The nominal spacecraft design is three-axis stabilized and, of course,
solar pointing. An alternative under consideration is a spinning solar-oriented
spacecraft. The latter poses some problems which require evaluation:
(1) The attitude cofiLrol system must precess the spacer-raft as it
passes through perihelion.
(2) Either the dish antenna must be despun, which would lose some of
the advantages that woe to be gained by spinnitty, the spacecraft,
or the antenna must be replaced by an electronically steerable
array.
(3) The proof mass used by the drag compensation system must be
housed in a sufficiently large cavity that it can "orbit around
the spacecraft center of mass." A hydrogen maser on board the
spacecraft would not be adversely affected by rotation rates
as great as 150 rpm.
In the near solar environment it is expected that ionizing radiation
will cause the proof mass to develop a charge. Several means have been proposed
to mitigate this problem: (1) bathe the proof mass in UV light to promote
discharge; (2) bathe the proof mass in visible light and coat it with a material
whose work function is sufficiently low that discharge will be promoted;
(3) include the unknown proof-mass charge in the estimation algorithm, apply low
frequency ac to the housing electrodes, and detect the corresponding proof-mass
acceleration.
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Regardless of the details of the drag compensation system, it
appears that there will be a class of estimation and control calculations which
could either be done in real-time on board the spacecraft or after the fact on
the groun,!. It is a choice between a feed-back and a feed-forward system. From
the point of view of the experimenter, it is of course more convenient to have
these calculations done on board and thus for them to be "transparent" in the
data analysis. however, this choice is more reasonably based on an evaluation
of other factors: (l) spacecraft simplicity, (2) total, mission cost, (3) com-
munications channel reliability, and (4) impact on communications of additional
engineering data required to support the ex post facto analysis of errors or
biases in the real.-time drag compensation system.
1.4.3	 Hydrogen Maser
A scientifically important redshift experiment could be conducted by
SIARPROBE if the spacecraft carries a hydrogen maser clock. However, such a clock
would have to be designed to work unattended for an extended period of time.
Ordinarily hydrogen masers are maintained at intervals short compared to the
Earth-Jupiter-Sun transit time for the proposed mission.
The benign environment of spa,ae should in principle permit the clock
drift rates to become stable; some sources of noise will be absent. However,
our cumulative expe.rienne with hydrogen masers in orbit is about 2 hours, and
comes from Gravity Probe A as discussed in Section 1.2. Prelaunch orbital, simu-
lations provide a considerable extension of this experience, Finally, the effects
of solar encounter need to be considered. Although the solar environment does
not appear to pose a problem for a hydrogen maser clock, further analysis seems
warranted.
In hydrogen masers intended for laboratory use, there are several
components or systems that have had to be redesigned to function in space.
Among these are (l) the hydrogen dissoeiator, (2) the cavity thermal control
system, and (3) the waste-hydrogen scavenger. Recently, the physical dimensions
and power requirements have been reduced also. The integration of all of the
recent design improvements into a single maser and the long-term Lest of that
manor is needed.
1.5
	
RECOMMENDATIONS
We find that the STARPROBE Mission offers the opportunity to achieve
several significant scientific objectives. Our preliminary examination shows
that the prime objectives can probably be achieved by implementation of a design
similar to that already discussed. Further scientific benefit both in accuracy
and in breadth of subject matter investigated would come from improved systems
performance. Below we discuss briefly 11 recommendations for further investiga-
tions and studies in support of the proposed mission.
1.5.1	 Sensitivity Studies With Ranging Data
Now 
sensitivity 
studies should be performed to Investigate the Use
of ranging data In addition to Doppler data. These studios should include
ranging data that would be obtained from both the present SyOLOM and more
advanced Systems that could be available. A realistic model of the effects
of the solar corona would be an important tool for 
Such 
a study. For the
results to be UbOfUl, It In essential that the sensitivity study be performed
with a large paramotor SOL such as would be used in the analysis of real data;
an abridged parameter set will yield deceptive results.
1.5.2	 Sensitivity Studies for the Delectability of Physical AWLS
A Study should be performed to determine the sensitivity of the data
Lo the following quantities in addition to those that have previously been
Included In such Studios: spherical harmonic coefficients C(2,2), S(2,2),
CUM, S(2,1) and A; J2 (periodic), assuming the frequency and phase are known;
1. ' tho angular mollientuil ► Of the Sun; and a cooFficient for the gravitational
rodshift.
1.5.3	 Oband Tracking
Investigate the feasibility of a K-band downlink from (or K-band
uplink to) the STARPROBB spacecraft.
1.5.4	 Spacecraft Doppler Extractor
The nominal dual-band tracking system fails to completely cancel the
OffOCL of IaLorplanoLary plasma because the S-band and X-band transponder turn-
around frequency ratios are different. However, more clearly complete cancel-
lation could be achieved If the spacecraft were equipped with a Doppler extractor
which would measure N the uplink contribution from the plasma: F. = Fs - "Fx)
whore a Is the ratio if S-band to X-band frequencies at the DSN transmitter.
1. 5. 5	 Coronal Model
Develop a model of the effect on the telecommunications links o! the
solar corona for a spacecraft near but in front of the Sun, corresponding to the
planned STARPROBE geometry. A suitable statistical model could be used not
only to calculate the plasma contribution to a single link, but also to estimate
the uplink-downlink correlation as a function of doppler integration. Lime. The
study should include fading and cycle slipping; the latter should be evaluated
as a function of receiver loop stress, since the loop stress can be relieved
by programming the DSN transmitter frequency to yield a constant frequency at
the spacecraft.
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1.5.6	 lfroof-W8 Charging Effect
Unmodeled charge on the draft-compensation proof mats would rooult in
biased spacecraft acceleration. Such a charge may develop as a result of ionizing
radiation in the solar vicinity and could be the principal voirve of process
noloo, This phenomenon should he modeled and the model tested as roalisti.c al ly
as possible by exposing a "mockctp" of the system to radiation.
1.5.7	 Spinning; Spacecraft option
If the spinning spa voraf t option Is to be given further consideration,
the effect of spin cut: the gravity experiments needs to be considered. Of partic-
ular importance i;; the o'ff`er of Notation on the characteristics of a hydrogen
manor clock.
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Long-Term Behavior of Hydrogen Manors
Although it is believed that a hydrogen manor clock can be constructed
to run unattended for a period of years, this feat has not vat been accomplished.
Funding should be provided to construct one or more docks and to observe clock
behavior over a porlod of nears. In addition to testing the. long-term nurvivaw
bit Ity of unattended Melts, then study could address aging processes and the
evolution of the clock's stability.
1. 5.9	 Effect of Hydrogen Maser on the Delectability of Physical Efft #.n
A hydrogen maser on the spacecraft would make possible high-quality
"cane--way" observablos, both delay and Doppler. An evaluation should he made
of means by which these obServables can be Implemented without Interference with
the usual tracking system. The noise characteristics of the new observables
should be determined. A sensitivity study should be performed to determiner the
utility of the proposed new data for estimating such quantities as .1 9 , J 4c , h, "1
and L.
1.5.101	 Alternate Spacecraft Trajectory Options: A tine-Year orbital Period
The nominal mission design does not include a second solar encounter.
However, there are three ways in which the spacecraft coulud be put in a one-year
solar orbit: (1) a drag chute could bey used during :solar approach; (2) a Solar
Electric. Propulsion system could be used berth before and after (but not during)
encounter; and (3) a chemical propulsion system could be used shortly after
encounter. A multicncounter mission offers many advantages including redundancy
of data, a reduction of the reliability requirement of the tracking system, and
a chance to distinguish between normal and transient solar behavior.
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1.5.11
	 SonuitiviLy Studies for the DvtvVt;ahi,lit y of than Parameters of they
Jov iaa System
These ntuilloo should invludv an i VVStigation Of tha n Options to
atwountor one Or morel of the satellites. It should alno by dotelMinod WhOthvr tho
mission requirt'llat`S for AV at Jupiter permit any degrees of frvedeam to bo spool-
fled by vouNldvraLinn., of ,Jupiter solonvo.
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I . C	 INTRODUCTION
our present understanding of the Sun is based largely onanalysis
of remote observationa of the solar surface and corona. Extremely important
local measurements of the Mar wind plasma, the interplanetary magnetic fie
the energetic particle. population and associated wave-particle interactions
are also available, but none of the y spacec aft that provide these direct ohs
vationts have yet traversed the region within the 0.3 AU perihelion distances
hellos 1 and 2. Thus, from the solar surface out to a distance of about bC
radii, our present knowledge of coronaal plasma processes essentially consist
a set of indirect extrapolatlonrr and model-dependent theoretical,Inferences*
`!'hies unexplored region is an extreme=ly important one, however, an
, ire isirtte measurements are needed to provide criticul ^inforrnation on the corona+
enerpv balance and the origin of the solar wind and Mar cosmic rays. Some of
the problem areas that are already known to be of great significance are sum-
marized in Fig. ?-1 and discunuod briefly below, but it in important to note the
proposed S`i'ARPltOBE mission is truly exploratory, so that we cannot expect to be
able to anticipate the complete science raurn be'fore'hand. Nevertheless., we con-
tsider a nominal Misrssion with a perihelion distance of 4 R., we tabulate several
primary science goaln, and we indicate In Fig. 2-1 where the r'e'lated critical
measurements .should be obtained.
11	 PARTICLES AND FIELDS SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
2.1.1	 Coronal Processes: Origin of the Solar Wind
S`i`ARl'TR BB will provide an opportunity to answer several unresolved
fundamental questions about the origin and acceleration of the solar wind. Thin
}general problem has been a :focus of theoretical activity ever since the solar
wind concept was established by Parker, and it has a significance that ranges
far beyond the :specialty of solar wind studies. They solar wind process typifies
the escape of matter from a large class of stars, and probably other objects
as well. `!'here would seem to be 1 ittklo hope of understanding; the general prob-
lem of astrophysical mass lows until we understand what causes the expansion of
the solar wind. In addition, it now ;seems quite :likel y that the complex changes
in solar wind activity are related to variations in earth's weather and climate.
For example, it appears that solar activity was depressed during; the Maunder
minimum. We have no (good idea of what the solar wind was doing at that time, in
largo pant because we do not vet really understand how the solar wind is
aa000ler,ated.
The mechanisms of acceleration and heating of the solar wind remain
elusive because? observations from only two relevant regions are available:
the inner corona, and the asymptotic coasting region of the wind (r A GQ Rv,
the perihelion of Helios). Therefore, theoretical, models are constrained by data
at essentially only two points, and several models with quite different assump-
tions about the acceleration mechanisms are equally consistent with the available
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Fig, 2-1. STARPROBE, science objectives, fields and parLicles phenomena
observations. Generally speaking all models give flat velocity profiles beyond
about 20 Ito$ and, in fact, typical day-to-day variations in speed observed near
11I All are larger than the variation between 0.1 and 1 AU predicted by any model.
Thus, velocity measurements outside of, say, 20 R. will not be of primary value
for determining the acceleration mechanisms.
In contrast, plasma measurements for r between 4 and 20 R. will yield
velocity data of extreme significance. Because in a single encounter the men-
suromeaLs will be it convolution of variations in heliocentric distance, latitude,
and longitude, its well as temporal variations, and because the outer corona is
likely to be very inhomogenvous, STARPROBE measurements of velocity alone will
not yield a simple radial profile v(r), and by themselves, they probably will
not give a definitive picture of solar wind acceleration. However, even there
partial measurements should restrict the alternatives in an important way. For
example, at present it is not at all clear where the flow makes the transition
from subsonic to supersonic, Conventional spherical models place the sonic
If eritical point" somewhere between 2 and 10 R.. Other models, which suggest that
the wind may come from rapidly diverging "magnetic nozzles," place the critical
point almost 
at 
1 110. Some of these uncertainties are indicated in the "critical
point" boxes of Fig. 2-1. On the other hand, studies of scattering of radio waves
from the Viking lander (Taylor et al., 1980) during superior conjunction suggest
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that the t3olar wind speed may remain low, ponnibly nubnonic, out to beyond
10 ROO 
In 
nitu meanaremento of velocity by SIARPROBE, will clarify which of these
disparate piCLureu in must typical Of the Sun, thereby placing 
a 
major new con-
otraint on acceleration meehaninmq.
We VXPOCL, that the region imide 20 Ito will be highly turbulent and
nonuniform. Thene characterin Lien are extremely Important properties of the
corona; however, it in also important to note that the turbulence, ao well an
Lhu temporal variations associated with mass ejection (nec, Fig. 2-2) and the viaria-
tiono annociated with spatial nonuniformities (see Fig, 2-3), can seriously compli-
eato the hydrodynamle interpretation of velocity measuremento. We anticipate a
fluctuating component of the flow velocity of order 100-200 km/nee near perihelion,
and meanuremenLS of bulk plasma parameter6 may not dit3tinguiuh true turbulence
from apparent fluctuations due to the sampling of a number of steady otteatnti of
varying speed. However, comprehensive measurements of the loeal, state of the
planma (magnetic field, thermal C,!*qraeterinticop ouprathermal particle population)
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Fig. 2-2. Speeds of loop transients' leading edges versus distance from
Sun center. Each point is plotted at the mid-height of the
interval used to determine it. The points for each event are
connected to guide the eye. All but the January (1974) events
occurred in 1973. An F or E after the date indicates that
the ejection was associated with a flare or eruptive prominence,
respectively. (From "Mass Ejections," D. M. Rust et al.,
pp. 273-339, in Solar Flares, ed. P. A. Sturrock, Colorado
Associated University Press, 1980.)
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will allow um to identify streams of varying speed and help to differentiate
ht 1 tween spatial and temporal variations.
	
f
Theoretical studies suggest that the proton temperature profile ie
especially sensitive to the main heating and acceleration processes that drive
the wind. The extreme cases that ran he imagined are (1) extended heating out
to 20 R0 or heyond. and (2) essentiall y adiabatic expansion hevond a coronal
base near the solar surface. if either of these extremes obtains, it should he
apparent in STARPROBE tt •mperature data, and for intermediate cases, the range of
possible alternat y models will he severely restricted.
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Correlated plasma, magnetic field, and plasma wave measurements will
also provide an Opportunity to confirm or deny some of our ideas about extended
heating and acceleration by hydroiragnetiv turbulence and wave-particle inter-
actions. Two extreme mhd models would be that the turbulence is ontirely
Alfve' nic or entirely magnetoacou6Liv, AlfVc'niC turbulence is known to be pre-
HPnL far out in the solar wind, but its intensity in the acceleration region is
s:aknown. Magnecoacoustic and plasma wave turbulence are both strongly dis-
sipative and could exist at very significant: levels only inside about 20 R O. it
should be fairly straightforward to distinguish the two kinds of mhd turbulence
on STARPROBE, both because their spatial distribution and decay are qualitatively
different, and because their local properties (polarization, cross-correldtions,
ate.) are distinctive and well understood. Those data would tell us whether
there is a turbulent mhd envelope, and whether it consists mainly of Al,fvenic
or magnotoacoustic fluctuations, or a mixture of both, or something else
entirely, Plasma wave mcaourement;s, will also -tell us about beam-beam and beam-
plasma instabilities, wave-particle interactions associated with magnetic merg-
ing, collisionless decoupling of electrons, and heat-flux instabilities.
Although Lhe problem of the acceleration of the solar wind is funda-
mental for progress in the field of coronal and interplanetary physics, many
other extremely important problems can only be. resolved with STARPROBE. These
ineltido a determination of (1) the chcaracter of the expansions within streamers
and above active regions, (2) the sharpness of boundaries between flows close
to the Sun which evolve from different coronal regions, (3) the origin of various
slow speed flows including those density-enhanced flows observed at 1 AU which do
not appear to result from a compression in interplanetary space, (4) the extent
of heavy element fractionation as well as the mix of physical processes causing
spatial and/or temporal abundance variations, and (5) the scale sizes of
inhomogeneities. The STARPROBE mission can also provido important new informa-
tion on the solar wind angular momentum flux and the subsequent solar spin down
rate.
p
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2.1.2	 Energetic Particle Phenomena
The study of solar energetic
Lance not only because these particles
effects and associated flares generate
because these energetic particles offer
central importance to astrophysics and
processes, in particular, include energ
magnetized plasmas, particle accelerati
mass ejection and shock waves, generati
temperature plasmas. Studies
particles from the Sun provide
for their acceleration and on
fined and released.
article phenomena is of primary impor-
oduce very significant geophysical
ny secondary solar phenomena, but also
he opportunity to study processes of
e physics of plasmas. The solar flare
storage and its sudden release in
explosive heating and evaporation,
of radio noise, and formation of high
and composition of energetic
on mechanisms responsible
are accelerated and con-
y
on
on
of the energy spectra
essential information
the regions where they
The present inferences from measurements made beyond 60 R C) suggest
(. , mplic.ated pictures such as that shown in Fig. 2-4, which is adapted from a
discussion by Roelof (1974). Energetic particles are presumably stored in
magnetic bottles, and they escape along neutral lines as coronal conditions
vary. For the region within 10 R O, important questions that require direct
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Fig. 2-4. Coronal structure and th,.i solar wind (from R. Roohof, 1974)
measurements involve the determination of the locations of and conditions in the
acceleration regions, the proximity to open field lines, the associated wave-
fields, the scale sizes of the inhomogeneities, and the compositional variability
in the surrounding corona. The STARPROBE trajectory plot in Fig. 2-4 shows that
the spacecraft will pass directly through the acceleration/storage region, so
that local information on these, fundamental processes will be obtained.
Additional new first-order information on shock acceleration, energy
losses and solar radio bursts, interplanetary propagation, and diffusion will
also be provided on the mission segment from 10 Ro to 60 R 0 .
.9
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MEASUREMENTS AND ` ECUNIPURS t PLASMA PHYSICS AND I;NI RCI TIC PARTICLES
Baseline Requirements
The Committee on Solar and Space Physics of Cho Space Science Board
recently discussed the need for a program of measurements close to the Sun.
In the 1980 NAS re p ort,Solt^r ;vt;tem S age_ l'iIv c a t !n twli µ7 t)C^s. : _ A Research
4t;ylygy, the committee n6tod Chat
The first in situ determinations of the density, temperature,
velocity, and composition of the solar wind near its subsonic-
supersonic transition region: the large-s cale weals mahnetic
field, coronal electron and Ydromagnetic wave heat fluxes;
onorgetic partielo energy, angular, and mass spectra; and
plasm -wave turbulence will provide qualitatively now infor
motion critical to understanding the eoronal energy balance,
solar--wind generation, and solar cosmic rays.
This brief statement clearly indicates that the science payload for the STARPROBE
mission must Include solar wind plasma probes and energetic particle detectoro
can.abie of providing complete information on ion composition as well as angular
distributions for ions "nd eleetrons. The payload must also include a magnetom-
eter and a plasma wave instrunent with full coverago for anticipated field
variations rand changes in characteristic frequencies over the primary measure=
ment range from nvrihel.ion out: to at lea:at r a 60 R(1).
For a perihelion distance o f 4 R0 , we e„port the local wind speed to
be no loss than 50 Oboe, the e.lt'OL= and ion tonnoratures to be no greater
than abou t
 
at	 7 ^ n l
	 OWNN and locallocalmagnetic. field strength
Lo be loss than 106 y loctrons /W and 10 5
 gamma, respectively. These numbers
provide inner coronal bounds for the ranges of the plasma probe and magnetometer,
and Choy also yield a suitable upper bound near 30 MHz for the plasma wave
spectral coverage (f(MKK) is on the order of two Mmes Cho electron plasma fro-
clueney f p e, where fpo = 90000 Hz). The 60 Rn parameters set the other ends of
the instrument ranges; Table 2-1 contain s a summary of the baseline measurements in
Cho space plasma physics area, and 'fable 2-2 shows the associated spacecraft
requirements.
The ;instrumental requirements in the energetic particicj area can
be specified in sonowhat greater detail based on extrapolations from our present
fairly detailed knowledge of measurements beyond 0.3 All. The baseline require-
ments are summarized in Table 2-3.
1.2.2	 Field of View Considerations
2.2.2.1	 Moasuromoht Program
The measuromeats to be porformod on STARPROBE will load to canonical
numbot'S to be used to testy theories of c.oronal :structure, solar wind tac.00loration,
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Table 2-1, STAltilRO13R required measurements. space plasma physics
Quantity
i
Range Precision 'fine ResoluClon
a
Mallnetie field 1, lu 210 nuoilt"/sec
Solar wind - 31) Few sec/nleall
Speed 50 100 kin see
-1
vow sec/mews
Delis  Ly 1 - 106 cm-3 102 Few 8e0111eas
E,,lectron temp 1..05 - 1.0 7 K 22 vow sec/meal
Ion tamp 10' - 10 7 K ,) Few sec/meas
'tan composition 11 -lie 1 MR1 up to C yew see/meas
Supratliermal particles
Electrons 5 keV - 250 keV
Few
sec/meal
Ions 5 koV — 500 keV Few sec/pleas
Plasma waves
1. IN - 20 MlIz	 3,'J,	 Few ,;ec./meas
l`t
	
l llz - 20 Mllz 	 TZ'	 Few sec/mews
I lligb data rate burst mode recordings are desirable.
4
charged particle propagation, turbulence, and many other subjects for years to
coma. Because of the danger of error, every possible effort must be made to
conduct the best measurement program possible at the timee when the experiments are
designed. For the plasma experiments, this means three-dimensional measurements
of the velocity distribution functions must be carried out as frequently as pos-
sible on as many plasma species as possible throughout the mission. Because of
its importance for solar wind theory, the region between 10 and 60 solar radii
is as crucial, as the one between 4 and 10 solar- radii. One of the most serious
constraints put upon the spacecraft for this mission is that it must provide
for the plasma instrument's field of view to allow the required measurement pro-
grant to be carried oil, ,
1
ia
I
1
Table 2-2. Spacecraft requirements
Quantity	 Requirement
Look angles	 Solar wind instruments must look in solar
direction outside 10 R Q . Most of 4 11
should be covered, especially for electrons.
"lagtletic field
	
	
Spacecraft field should be no more than lZ
of tnagnetometer rango in use at any time in
mission.
Spacecraft potential.	 Shouted be an equipote.ntial with A^ less than
10 ev.
Telenaotry requirements
	
	
1.0 kb/see at closest approach; larger at
other distances for readout of tape recorder.
Waveform burst mode should be available.
1.lectromagnetic and	 voyager-e.laps EMC and ESC controls should be
electrustatic cleanliness	 imposed.
	
2.2.2.2	 Supersonic and Subsonic Flow
An important aspect of the STARPROBB mission is that it will be
required to mensure aceuratoly in both sub- and supersonic flows, In the solar
wind near i.arth, for example, because of their high thermal speeds, the elec-
t•roas are Subsonic, and they remain in this regime all the way to 4 solar radii.
The ions, however, are characterized by a Mach number of approximately 5 to
8 at 1 AU, but become subsonic at a distance (not precisely known) of perhaps
5 to '10 solar radii (see Fig. 2-1). This situation is considerably complicated
by the .Fact that, close to the Sun, the speed of 'the spacecraft with respect
to the Sun Is comparable to or exceeds the solar wand speed, resulting in
Large aberration (see discussion below).
In general terms, because particles in a subsonic Stream may approach
the spacecraft from all directions, exclusion of part of the solid angle of a
detractor by part of the spacecraft (such as the heat shield) may not be too
serious a matter, provided the exeluded part is not large. However, the situa-
tion is reversed In supersonic flow, and obscuration of a relatively Small part
of Oar may he fatal if it is irL the direction of the relative velocity of the
,solar wind with respect to the spacecraft at any time during the mission.
	
2.2.2.3	 STARPROBE Situation
Since the purpose of the sunshield is to provide shelter for the
spacecraft, the instruments must: be situated behind it with respect to the Sun.
Supersonic flow from the solar direction, which occurs for ions beyond a.
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Iheliocentric distance of a few solar radii, will appear to be "centered" about
the aberrational direction (Vig. 2-5), According to the best presently available
information, solar wind flow will be sufficiently aberrational so as to be
observable from behind the sunshade near closest approach, but a region occurs
between the limit of present knowledge, at 80 R O, and about 10 R0 where plasma
Ions can only he detected by one of the following methods:
1. By observing through holes in the heat shield,
2. By extending a plttt:form so that the instrument "sights" over the
edge of the spacecraft.
3, By deflecting the ions behind the sunshade by an electrostatic
deflection system,
11 must be noted that this requires that, in the first two cases, the
entrance aperture of the instrument, and, in the Last case., part of the
deflection system must be exposed to a large heat load. 140,note. that if the
experiment can observe through a hole in the heat shield, it is not subject
to the full heat ,Load to which the heat shield is exposed. Since the deflection
system may be made of perforated or mesh material and need not be attached to the
experiment, this solution is attractive at first sight.
	
2.2.2.4	 Field of View Using Apertures in the Heat Shield
Due to the distance from the hole to the sensor (:z^lM) and the restric-
tions placed on the hole diameter by thermal considerations, this method does
not provide adequate viewing for distribution function mapping at low and
moderate Mach numbers and will not be considered further,.
	
2.2.2.5
	
Field of View provided by Viewing Around the Meat Shield
This method entails mounting the experiment on a moving platform
whose position is adjusted during the flight to provide an adequate field
of view. The technical problems (weight, c.g, cost, etc=.) would be a significant
constraint on the spacecraft, but can be overcome. The principle is shown in
Fig. 2-6. It will be seen that a single sensor is markedly inferior to two sen-
sors in terms of coverage when the spacecraft is between 0.3 AU and the distance
at which aberration makes the extension unnecessary. Thus, despite the complexity
of platforms, this method has to be considered as one alternative..
	
2.2.2.6
	 Field of View provided by a Spinning Extendable platform
This solution requires that the experiment be mounted on an extendable
boom, spinning about the axis of the heat shield, and be gradually withdrawn
as the Own is approached, in such a way as to provide an adequate field of view
for the expected supersonic ion flow (Fig. 2-6).
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Fig. 2-6. Field of view provided by viewing around the heat shield:
(a) instrument on platform beyond umbra, (b) field of
view coverage for two instruments
2.2.2.7	 Electrostatic Deflection
For this solution, an electrostatic deflection system (made of tungsten)
causes a sample of the solar wind ions to be observable, by an instrument mounted
behind the shield (Fig. 2-7). The technology required for this solution exists
but has never been used in space heretofore. Since the deflection suffered by an
ion is a function of the potential supplied to the deflector, the latter becomes
a part Of the Instrument. One can imagine a single deflection system that has a
number of output slits, each of which supplies ions to a detector, so that
faster measurement cycling can be achieved. Close collaboration between experi-
menters and spacecraft design staff would be required, since a very good knowl-
edge of the precise properties of the deflector is required to convert ion
distribution functions measured at the output of such a device back to the
ambient medium. Howevor, measurements during cruise under relatively well-known
conditions would be possible. There are several potential problem areas, includ-
ing Lhermionle omission, 3catterin , , and outgassing and the thermal and
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Fig. 2-7. Electrostatic deflection system schematic.
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mechanical design. Potentially the most satisfactory solution, thin method of
ensuring an adequate solid angle requires considerable development work.
Besides the adoption of one of the methods outlined above, electrons
which can be measured adequately from a point which remains always in the umbra
of the beat shield should be used to deduce plasma parameters using extensions
of Methods used on the ISEn and Voyager spacecraft. Indirect measurements of
the plasma parameters should also be pursued, so that the maximum degree of cer-
tainty is obtained during this unique mission. Thin involves analysis of the
plasma wave spectrum.
2.2..l	 Measurements of Electric and Magnetic Fields
2.2.3.1	 Frequency Coverage
Gurnett (1978) gave a preliminary assessment of the problems and
prospects for a plasma wave investigation on the STARPROU mission. He noted
that the spectral coverage would have to extend up to about 20 MHz, based on
a criterion that includes measurement of the peak value for twice the local
electron plasma frequency. Figure 2-8, adapted from Gurnett's report, shows how
the characteristic frequencies in the solar wind plasma should vary with radial
distance from the Sun. Here, we include a model radial profile for the inter-
planetary (solar) magnetic field and a model profile of the solar wind density
(scales on right-hand side).
The low-frequency measurements are of particular interest because,
as indicated in the lower-left-hand side of Fig. 2-8, these waves, which will be
measured by the A magnetometer and the plasma wave instrument, are thought to
be directly related to processes involved in coronal heating. It has been
suggested that acoustic waves could heat the corona by steepening into shock
waves as they propagate outward from the photosphere. However, recent evidence
of the large density inhomogeneities of the corona and the probable importance
of the magnetic fields suggest that the damping of ion cyclotron waves may be
a significant source of coronal heating. In Fig. 2-9, we show the variation of the
H+, He++ , and He+ ion cyclotron frequencies near the Sun (assuming a surface
field strength of 1.0 gauss and a radial dependence of r- 2). The cyclotron
frequencies of heavy ions are related to the f.-value protons (H+) by the ratio
of charge to mass numbers (7/A) as indicated in the table of Fig. 2-9, In the
region of closest approach for STARPROBE (4-10 RO), the ion cyclotron frequen-
cies span the range of about 1-100 Hz, a range that is most adequately sampled
for magnetic field fluctuations by a magnetometer-search coil instrument com-
bination. However, since ion cyclotron waves have low phase velocities near a
resonance, dopplar shifts may affect the observed frequencies in any variation
in the ion composition. Thus, detailed spectral measurements of the magnetic
field, in conjunction with ion composition and other plasma measurements, can
reveal the importance of ion cyclotron resonances as a source of coronal heating.
Heating may also occur due to hybrid frequency waves, i.e., lower hybrid and ion-
ion hybrid waves. These waves have frequencies between the electron and ion
cyclotron frequencies and are also shown in Fig. 2-9.
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Variations of various characteristic frequencies in solar wind plasma
(from D. Gurnett, A C1 ^^P)^qJj ^Ljie , Sun, JPL Pub. 78-70, p,	 285)
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Vig. 2-9. Interplanetary ion cyclotron frequencles
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2.2-3.2	 Burnt Mode Telemetry
The measurements of low-frequency wave, moden are complicated by the
presence of the many ionic species shown In Fig. 2-9, along with the varying nature
of the wave phase speeds. Near the Su q , the dopplor ohifto for the ion cyclotron
waves will add to the difficulty of resolving and identifying the wave modes, It
in extremely important to have available a high sampling rate capability that
will allow bursts of the complete H or B waveform for transmission to Earth.
Detailed ground-baovd spectral analysis of these waveforms can then lead to
reconstruction of the wave modes In the coronal frame of reference.
2.2.3.3	 Plasma Weave Antenna Length
Burnett (1978) pointed out that the plasma conditions change drastically
as the STARPROBE spacecraft moves inward from 60 R to 4 Roo Near the perihelion0
of Holion, the nominal Dobye length for quiescent conditions in of the order of
three motors, and (20D), the Minimum wavelength for ion sound waves, In near
20 Worn. However, 
at 
r - 4 RO, most models give 20 D (nominal) in the range
of a fraction of a motor, and a very short antenna In needed to ensure accurate
E-field amplitude tau asuromentn. Thus, an optimum plaama wave instrument will
have a short antenna (Q. = I motor) for the Inner corona and a long antenna
(Q j 20-30 motors) for the more distant solar wind.
2.2.3.4	 MagnoLOMOLer Boom Length
The requirement for a spacecraft Kold contribution less than 11 of
the magnotometur range In use (Table 2-2) is readily implemented Without a boom
near perihelion When Lho ambient field is very strong. However, at 60 R., where
D a 20-40, (Fig. 2-8), a fairly long boom is needed, assuming that normal space-
craft magnetic cleanliness specifications are Imposed. The present concept for
a magnetometer boom ON can meet the 60 R O requirement has the boom deployed
in the spacecraft shadow directly along the antisolar direction. As the space-
craft approaches the Sun, the shadow zone shrink While the allibitnit field becomes
larger. Solutions that meet both the varying thermal problem and the magnetic
contamination requirement involve programmed reLraoLion of the boom as r approaches
4 RO* Figure 2-10 shows two versions of the retraction plan; for a nadir-pointing
spacecraft: 	 retraction is linear, but if imaging scanning requires Lilting
of the spacecraft, the more severe retraction plan would be implemented.
2, 2.4	 Mass Loss and Spacecraft Equipotential Requirements
The mass loss roquiromonLs for the STARPROBE spacecraft during solar
encounter have been determined to have important consequences for the design
of the thermal shield and the spacecraft. The most stringent criterion for mass
lose results from the rapid ionization of noutrals lost from the spacecraft;
the mass loss plasma must; not have sufficient number density or energy density
to interfere with either plasma or plasma wave observations. A scientific
advisory group, the STARPROBE Mass Loss Requirements Group (SPMLRG) met at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory on September 29 and 30, 1980, to discuss this issue.
The requirements for spacecraft potential were also considered by this group.
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Fig. 2-10. Retraction plan for magnetometer boom
A pictorial description of the interaction is provided in Frig, 2=11,
Newly created ion-electron pairs will be separated by the qolar wind electric
field; the consequent space charge createa a shielding electric field that
opposes the solar wind electric field. Additionally, the increased density
of plasma near the spacecraft and the high electron thermal opeed6 will result
in an electric field that accelerates positive ions away from the spacecraft;
this electric field is the mechanism by which the electron pressure gradient
affects the Ions.
SPMLRG developed a model of the plasma interaction that is likely to
overestimate the effects of the mass loaded plasma; such a conservative approach
was considered necessary in view of the many uncertainties in the situation.
Acceleration of the mass loaded plasma by the solar wind electric field was
ignored; the only affect considered was the mass loss plasma pressure gradient.
Neutrals were assumed to leave the spacecraft with a radially symmetric distribu-
bution; consequent ionization by electron impact and solar UV results in a
lifetime for neutral G 2 molecules of about 60 seconds at 4 oolar radii. (This
rate could be an underestimate if multiple stage excitation mechanisms affect
polyatomic carbon molecules; the mass loss requirement described below would be
further constrained in this case. Mass loss requirements for tungsten heat
shields have not been determined, as an estimate for the ionization rate of
tungsten in the near solar environment is needed.) It was assumed that the
electron temperature associated with the mass loaded plasma would be the same
as that of the solar wind. The resulting pressure gradient can be used to
calculate the electric field; the science requirement imposed was that perturba-
tions in the electric potential due to the mass loaded plasma not exceed
20 volts. Allowing a factor of 5 for uncertainties, the maximum allowable loss
rate on this basis is 3.0 x 10-3 gm/sec. A worst case estimate for the local
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density would be based on the assumption that the mass loss photoelectrons are
not replaced by solar wind electrons so that the carbon ions escape with their
initial thermal velocities. In this case, the maximum potential perturbation
is not increased but the density of the mass loss plasma could be as large
as 1,3 x 104 cm-3 in the vicinity of the spacecraft. if, instead, it is
assumed that the ions are swept away by the solar wind electric field, the
maximilm density is 2.8 x 103 cm-3 . For the purposes of comparison, the nominal
solar wind density at perihelion is about 5.0 x 1.04 cm-3.
The spacecraft has an unusual geometry to allow radiative cooling
of the heat shield; the shield surface is a cone with an area much larger
than the cross-sectional area normal to the solar direction. For this reason,
there was concern that charging due to solar wind electron fluxes might drive
the spacecraft to an unknown negative potential. A preliminary investigation
indicated that such a negative spacecraft potential is not likely to occur in
Aa typical solar wind environment encountered during the mission. However,
further investigation to increase the reliability of this conclusion was con-
sidered desirable. It is also scientifically desirable for interpretation of
plasma data that the exterior surface of the spacecraft be approximately an
equipotential; requirements for grounding and/or conductivity of spacecraft
surfaces were therefore specified. Wake effects were considered, and it was
felt that problems due to the wake should not be worse than on other solar wind
missions.
In summary, a mass loss requirement of less than 3.0 x 10-3 gm/sec
Of C2 was determined. It was recommended that the spacecraft exterior surfacesbe approximately an equI potential and that this potential be positive. Further
study of the plasma interaction that leads to the mass loss r ,^qui ­ement was also
recommended. To the extent that the solar wind electric fieli can be coupled
into the mass loss plasma on a small scale size (Goertz and Boswell, J. G go^jh y pos
§4, 7239, 1979), the effects of the mass loss would be reduced. The mass
loss requirement might in this case ba relaxed, with important consequences for
heat shield and spacecraft design. Additionally, at lower mass loss densities
the likelihood of successful studies of short wavelength waves such as ion
acoustic waves and electron gyroharmonics is increased. Other areas of required
research are models of the spacecraft potential and ionization rates Of C 2 and
tungsten. A detailed report of the work and :recommendations of the SPMLRG is
published as .APL internal report 715-100 ("Spacecraft Mass Loss and Electric
Potential Requirements for the STARPROBE Mission", B. E. Goldstein, W. C. Feldmano
H. B. Garrett, 1. Katz, L. Linson, K. W. Ogilvie, F. L. Scarf, and E. C. Whipple).
2.3	 PARTICLES AND FIELDS SUMMARY
2.3.1	 Strawman Payload/Spacecraft Configuration
The subcommittee considered a large number of spacecraft configurations,
including simple spinners. However, we were never able to find a suitable mission
concept using a spin-stabilized spacecraft. The very serious problems included
the following:
(1) The spin axis must be precessed 180 * in 12 hours during closest
approach (see Figs. 2-3, 2-4), and the thrusters would have to
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fire almost canatlnuousl.y. This would lead to neatly continuous
plasma contamination and unacceptably high levels of boom
vibrations.
(2) All spin-stabiltzed configuratlon8 yielded unacceptably loco
telemoLry rates. Moreover $ in many cases, spacecraft boomo
Mould pass through tho antenna pcattean, once per spina, and
this Would oorlously endanger the overall telemetry 'link
concept #
The ,selected configuration is a 3—axis Aabiliued nadir-pointing
a3pacevraft: with a doploycablo spinning platform, a magnetomvLor boom that can be
deployed and retracted, and thermally protected plasma wave antennas that emorge
into sunlight. A straa,mian payload devised primarily to satisfy the plasma science
requirements of our subc^oms^a^ittees is shown In Table `2-4, and the spacecraft con-
figuration is shows in Fig. 2-12. We include hero the electrostatic. ion deflection
system for measurements in the scalar direction.
213.2	 Supporting Research and Technology Needs
The iota deflection System must lacy
 developed further. Questions involv-
ing thcrmloale emission from grids and wire antennas, and other aspects associ-
nod w4h the need to took in the solar dirt otion, must; he addressed with 5X/T
funds
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Table 2-4. Strawman payload; 3-axis stabilized spacecraft
Mass,	 Mower,
kg	 w
faits/
sec
hits
storage
Plasma spectrometer 15 7 4,000 2 108
Magnetometera 5 4 1,000 4	 x 107
Plasma wave 9 5 4,000 108
Energetic particles 15 17 4,000 1.6 x 108
lon composition 6 3 2,000 108
Dust impact 4_ 3 100 2 x 105
Coronal light detector 4 3 4,000 4 x 1.08
High speed cai iera1) 10 0 000 109
68 47 29,100 2 x 109
aMass of boom not included.
1)Nadir-viewing; no pointing; capability.
— LAUNCH ADAPTER
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Fig. 2-12. Fields and particles plus gravitation spacecraft configuration
(side view)
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3.0	 INTRODUCTION
Our understanding of the phenomena that occur in stellar
atmospheres is based in large parton the study of tile. solar atmosphere, since
the Sun is the only star for which we can resolve individual structures within
the atmosphere and study these phenomena 
at 
the level of the basics
physics processes which underlie them. The VollipleXiLy of these phenomena is
demonstrated by Fig. 3-1, which illustrates the upward flowing gas jets, called
spicules, associated with tho, boundaries of large-scale convection cells (super-
granulation cells) in tile, solar atmosphere. The spicules are an example of a
phenomenon which we believe plays a central role in the solar atmosphere,
speeifiCally, in this instance, in the dissipation of mechanical energy gener-
ated by convective processes in the photosphere and in the exchange of mass
between the. chromosphere and corona, but which operates on a scale too small
to allow the use of observations obtained with present instruments to test
detailed physical models. Other examples of phenomena in the solar atmosphere
that operate on a scale beyond the resolving power or sensitivity of present
instruments are (1) the physical processes that determine the flow velocity,
composition, and ionization structure of the solar wind, (2) the role of the
fine structure of the solar photosphere (the g	 Iranulation cells) in the convLe-
Live transport of energy, (3) the nature of the physical processes responsible
for heating the chromosphere and corona, and (4) the detailed physical
processes responsible for explosive phenomena such as flares and coronal
transients.
The exploitation of the unique opportunities presented by the Space
Shuttle will allow solar physics to develop a comprehensive solar observatory
in near-earth orbit (the Advanced Solar Observatory) which should provide a
faCLOr Of 3-10 (depending on wavelength) improvement in resolving power com-
pared to present capabilities. Even this dramatic improvement in resolution
will not, however, be sufficient for critical tests of physical models of
manyof tile most important processes that operate in 
the 
solar atmosphere;
such tests will demand another order of magnitude improvement in resolution.
Imaging experiments on the STARPROBE Mission, a unique and exciting program
which envisions an interplanetary probe, which will execute a close solar encounter
(to within 3 solar radii of the surface), can achieve this improvement in resolving
power of nearly 2 orders of magnitude, compared with our present capabilities by
virtue of its close approach to the Sun's surface it solar encounter. Further-
more, 
the STARPROBE mission will allow observations from within tile region in
which the solar wind is accelerated, permitting uniquely sensitive and accurate
measurements of the global properties of the solar wind, as well as in situ
measurements of solar wind velocity, composition and ionization structure.
These unique encounter observations, and the stereoscopic observations that will
be possible during the STARPROBE cruise phase, in 
concert with the comprehensive
observational program which will be possible with a Shuttle-supported Advanced
Solar Observatory in near Earth orbit, form the core of the program of solar
research for the next decade recommended by the Solar Physics Working Group of
the Astronomy Survey Committee.
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In the following; report, we review the conclusionsr reached by the
STARPROBE Ad Hoe lmaginf, Subcommittee, which met on three occasions during, the
past 24 months, In Section 3.1, we review the role we anticipate the STARPROBB
Imaging; Experiments will play In addressing the wa,jor objectives of Solar. Physics
in the next decade and briefly d1s ouss the relationship of STARPROBE to other
major proposed space minsions.. In Section 3.2 and 3.3, we discuss the major
scien6ific questions which the STARPROBE Imaging package will address, and
present the srtrawman payload and mission concept which the Committee has
developed, In Section 3.4, we briefly discuss a number of Issues which might
be addressed in suboequent studies.
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THE ROLE OF THE STARPROB E IMAGING INST RUMENTS
In the recent report of the Scalar Physics. Working, Group (SPWG) of
the Astronomy Survey Committee (ASO, solar physic s was defined as "ar funda-
mental inquiry into the physics of the remarkable large-scale behavior of
Ionized gases in gravi tational and electromagnetic fields." The Working Group
Singled out three major themes of this Inquiry:
(1) The study of the :structure, composition, and evolution of
the .solar interior.
(2) The study of active phcuomena in the solar atmosphere,
Including the chromosphereturd corona, the generation of
the solar wind, ;solar flares, and the sunspot cycle and the
associated magnetic cycle.
(3) The study of the .structure sand dynamical behavior of the
corona, solar wind and holiospherc.
The close connection between solar physics and astrophysics on
one hand and between :solar physl cs and space physi cs and he l l ospher is physics
on the other hand is Implicit in the three themes; enumerated above. We have
already mentioned the key rule played by solar observations In the study of
Stellar atmospheres In the Introduction; the role of ;solar observations Is no
loss critical to the theory of stellar .structure and evolntlon. In an even
more direct way, solar physics Is critical to hellospheric physics;. The largo-
scale solar mag;notie field and thv :solar wind together dominate the hellosphere
and its interaction with planetary ionospheres, magnetospheres, and atmospheres;
consequently, studios of the large-scale Qruc6ure and dynamical behavior of the
corona and solar wind are central to the programs of these disciplines.
Each of the Imaging Instruments which the Committee has identified
as candidates for STARPROBE addresses one or more of the! major themos we have
enumerated above in a unique and critical manner, with oh^erv.rtic^Iial^3arcl xaim
than cannot be achieved b y a: teina^tt.ve Coylyl l lop. The objectives of the
STARPROBE Imaging yinSLrUMOX63 4 cneompass all of the major themes of solar physics:
(1) To I oudy at ultrahigh resolution t:7-161 km, equivalent to
0.0 , arc ;gee from earth orbit) the structure and dynamical
behavior of the photosphere, chromosphere, and corona,.
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(2) To study the global properties of the corona find heliosphere
in concert with the STARPROBE ill csitu particle and field
experiments, with particular emphasis on the mechanisms
responsible for the acceleration and the variable flux,
composition and ioraiz atioaa sec laeture of the solar ;rind.
(3) `1'o study the principal modes of the radial, and nonradi.sal
oscillations of the Suaa in order, to determine the, structure,
and dynamical behavior of the solar convection zone and
interior.
(4) To obtain stereoocopic observations oftho evolutionary and
transient behavior of photospherie and coronal structures
(during; cruise, in collaboration with the Advanced SolarObservatory.
The STARPRtIBB Dlission is an Integral components of the scientitic
strategy developed for solar physics by the SlWO tit' the Astronomy Survey
Committees for the next dowado; it is useful to think of titis3 strategy ill two
phases. In the first phrase, the four principal objcctivvs lifiLed above will be
addressed by Shuttle Aetachcd instruments such as tlac Solar optical 'Telescope,
by the International Solar Polar Mission (ISMI) 1 , and by two explorer class
missions, the Solar Coronal Explorer (SCE.) and rhea Solar Iaater°ior Dynamics
Mission (SIDN). Although eracla of Llano observutorivs willhave the capability
to addrean more than chic•
 objecti.vo, the prin0pal focus of oac,h program is indi-
cated in Table 3-1
Table 3-1, Focus of principal: solar programs currently under study
Principal scientific objective 	 Phase I	 Phase Il
Atmospheric structure and dynamics	 Shuttle attached	 STARPROBH/ASQ
instruments
Global structure and dynamic,, ;	 ISM	 STAR.PROBE/ASO
Structure and dynamics of 	 SIDR	 STARPROBIVASO
the solar interior
Evolution of the structures 	 SCH	 STARPROBWASQ
of the atmosphere. and corona
(solar cycle)
At the time of this writi.ag, the NASA ISPM spacecraft has been cancelled,
leaving only the ESA spacecraft at present. NASA is currently steadying a modi-
fied TSPM spacecraft as a candidate for a new start in 1983.
A
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In the second phaoo, two powerful obsservatorien, STARPROBE and
the Advanced Solar Observatory (ASO), each capable of unique and highly comple-
mentary obtserving, prog,ramn, will be able to Make obsservrationn which Would pro-
vide critical tesatta of phYr!Yral modVIe of War phenomena at the level of haste
pla€ama provonnen such an magnetic reconnection, wave propagation, the# gonc ation
and dissipation Of Mann and current flows, and the transport of enorp l by eon-
vective processes. The S` ARPRtalila c ss rolo, an the first man-made Instrument to
visit a star, in crucial to this, scientific program; for onl y by directly
traversing the corona and making in ss i to tau=anuremonto of purr i v l o population!;
and flown, rsimultaneoussly with global measurements of the iaint corona from the
Inside, and by approaching; nuffielontly clone to the solar surface to allow,
observations with resolution approaching; a few kilometers, can we unravel than
role of the many conplox structures and }aa°oovo sots occurring in the solar
atmosphere.
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SCIENTIFIC OI JECTIVES OF THE II AGING INSTRUMENTS
PROPOSI D FOR STARPRC131;
From the point Of Now Of the imaging instruments, the S`1'ARPRO1lh mis-
sion can bo divided into two phases, the cruise phase, which we might define as
those periods, both before and after encounter, when the spacecraft is more than
20 solar radii from the Sun, and the encounter phase Itself. It is then con—
Wiens to divide the Instruments def'lned by the tbmmlttov into two groups
direct viewing; instruments and umbral Instruments, the latter name being used
because these instruments do not look directly at the Sun, but rather above the
limb in the shadow formed by an occulting; element. The direct viewing; instru-
ments are the Visual Mag;netog;raph/Tachometer (VM/T) , the EUV Spectroheliog;raph
(I t►VS) and the Soft X-Ray Heliograph (SXH) , and their primary objective is to
achieve ultrahigh resolution (0-10 kan) imaging; of the physical structures which
dominate the Molar atmosphere at encounter and to relate' those structures to the
global properties of the corona and solar wind which will be observed by the
umbral instruments and the in situ measurements. 'The' secondary objective of the
direct viewing; instruments is to carry out a sy.opLlo program of ssteroscoplo
observations with the ASO during; cruise.
Tho umbral instruments are the Coronal Lyman-Alpha Spectrometer
(CLAS), the Coronal Light Detector/Mag,netomoter (CITM), and the Coronal hlgV
Spectrometer (CIS). The primary oblovtfve of the umbral instruments is to relate
the global properties of the corona directly to the in situ observations of the
particles and fields instruments during; encounter and, therefore, ultimately
to they structures and d y namic processes occurring; in the lowor atmosphere. The
:secondary objective of the umbral instruments is to .study the evolution of the
large-scale structure of the? corona and coronal transients in collaborations with
the ASO during; cruise. In this section, we describe how the observing; program
that can be undertaken with this compl.emert of Instruments can address the
scientific objectives we have identified.
P
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3.2.1	 Structure and Dynamical Processes In the Photosphere,
Chromosphere and Low Corona
With present techniques, we have been able to distinguish the struc-
tures which dominate the solar =110ophe.rv, but we have not been able to provide
observational guidelines to models of their internal dynamics. Shuttle attached
or space platform supported instruments in near-Earth orbit such an SOT, oper-
aUng, at the highest attainable resolution (rM km on the Sun at wavelength of
5000 A), will be able to resolve sLrueturos such an magnetic flux tubes and
spiculoo into at most 2 or 3 resolution elements. Instruments operating as part
of the ASOj in the RVV and X-ray portion of the spectrum, will be limited
(because of fundamental optical polishing processes) to a resolving power of
0-30500 km on the Sun, which will not be adequate to resolve in detail strue-
Lures such as magnetic tubes or coronal bright pointo t which are loops of tool,
length 110,000 km, and with crass-sectional dlawvterB probably approaching a
few hundred km. Thermal gradients in such structures will almost Certainly occur
on smaller scales, The STARPROBB imaging instruments, which can achieve
resolving power of 7-10 kiii in the vi , 3ible, and 10-20 km at EUV and X-ray
wavelengths during encounter (both are limited only by telescope. diameter),
will be able to distinguish the structure of features such an spicules, granules
and coronal loops In sufficient detail to determine such parameters 'is tempera-
Lure and density gradients and mass flow velocities and how these parameters
relate to the detailed Configuration of the ruigneLic, field,
Some of the principal scientifie questions which will be addressed
at encounter are discussed below. (Ile indicate in parentheses which instrawent
has each question as A major objective.)
•	 What is the size and field Strength of the individual flux
elements which make tip the solar magnetic field? How does
the fine structure of the field differ in sunspots, in bright
points, in granule boundaries, in coronal holes, and in emerging
flux regions? (VM/T)
The structure of the magnetic field is the most important factor in
regulating the transport of mass and energy in the chromosphere and Corona.
Central to understanding the generation and evolution of the solar magnetic
field is the universal, and at present inexplicable, property of magnetic
fields in the pliotospliere to become luantizod in separate flux tubes with
field strength in excess of 1000 gauss. These, flux tubes appear to be funda-
mental elements, aggregating in active regions and sunspots to form extended
regions of strong fields; but they are present both in regions of large-scale
strong fields, such as sunspots (Fig. 3-2), and in regions in which the large,
scale field is weak. The balance between cool low density gas in regions of
strong field, and the surrounding regions of hotter material and weal? field
which is observed on a large scale in sunspots, must be repeated on the very
small scales associated with the fundamental magnetic flux tubes. The complexity
associated with these phenomena is illustrated in Fig. 3-2. With present tech-
niques, such phenomena are barely resolved in a sunspot of 10,000-km diameter;
the characteristic size of the fundamental flux tubes is expected to be less
than a few hundred kilometers; clearly, resolving power of A,10 kni will be
necessary to determine the structure and dynamical behavior of these elements.
Furthermore, we expect considerable structure within the central region (umbra)
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Fig. 3-2. Photograph of a small sunspot. surrounded b y the
granulation field (Courtesy of Sacramento Ptak
Observatory)
of sunspots, which can be reivolved by STARPROBE. The dark gra ntile boundaries
(clearly visible in Fig. 3-2 but completely unresolved) are themselves only a fow
hundred kilometers across, but may contain considerable magnetic structure.
The vi-r- best ground-based photographs begin to show 0.15 arc Hoc bright clement,
In the granulation boundaries. The clarification of our understanding of the
magnetic configuration of the ubiquitous structures in the solar atmosphere is
the single most important problem faced by the solar atmor.pheric model builder.
•	 What is the :atitude distribution of the basic field elements?
What is the strength of the polar field? (VM/T)
The STARPROBE Misnion. with its polar orbit at encounter. is in an
Ideal and unique position to answer this fundamental question, which has impor-
tant implications for models of the solar activity and magnetic cycles.
•	 What is tho fine structure of the turbulent motions within the
solar granulation? What factors determine the growth of
instabilities. and how do these factors Affect the efficiency
of convection? Viat acoustic wave modes are excited by con-
vection and what is their role in chromospheric heating? How
and where are these waves dissipated? (VM/T)
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Convection is a fundamental mechanism of energy transport in starst
however, we do not as yet have a fundamental theory of c-invection. The scale of
features ouch as the solar granulation (are Fig. 3-3), assumed to represent funda-
mental convection cello. must be put into present theories as it parameter.
Although granulation calla have been studied for many years, we have no observa-
tions which can specify the magnetic. density, temperature and velocity profiles
of tht• cells and dark lanes in detail. Such phenomena an "exp-0 4 ng granules"
have been observed at the limits of resolution, but the observation of possible
fine structure within granules is beyond our present capabilities. With
STARPROBE. such observations will be possible. as well as the possible determina-
tion of vertical structure within granules by limb observations. Such ohserva-
tions will provide tho guidance needed to develop a fundamental theory of con-
vection in ;tellar atmosphere,a.
What is the fine structure of the chromospheric network and of
spicules? What to the structure of the chromosphere-corona
transition region, and how does it mediate the exchange of mass
and energv? Is the transition region different In large coronal
loops. in bright points. and in coronal holes.? (EUVS. VM/T)
Fig. 3-3. Solar granulation	 ,n in the red wing of the H-a line.
emphasizing the dark lanes between granules. Note the
bright filamentary structure (called filigree) believed
to denote the foot points of magnetic flux tubes
rooted in the photosphere (Courtesy of Sacramt • nto Peak
observatory)
I'
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The chrosa ►spheric network traces out the boundaries of the large-scale
convection cells called rupergranules. which are typically 30.000 km acruNr. The
network is a region of strong field and presumably higher dissipation of non-
thermal energy. The network is visible in the cores of absorption lines (such
in tire • Mg HI ohoservationm shown in Fig. 3-4). which corre-mPond to levels in the
•.rr
r^
60 RRC SEC.
Fig. 3-4. The chromospheric network is visible in the upper figure. which is
an image near the line core (+0.4A) of the Mg HI tine.
	
It is leas
prominent lower in the atmosphere where the temperature is lower.
Lower figure taken at +0.8A from line center (Courtesy of the
Sacru,nento Peak observatory)
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..tmobphere which are higher and hotter than the 'iotosphere, and in EUV emission	 1
lines corresp gnding to excitation temperatures as high as 500,000 K. In cooler
lined, such as Hu, the network is dominated by the upward moving gas Jets called
spicules; a field of spicules is visible in Fig. 3-5, which was taken at the same
time and with the same field as Fig. 3-3, Lut in the blue wing of the line. Lur-
rent models suggest that spicules art- magnetic flux tubes containing unflowing
cool material. At present, the quantity of unflowing material greatly exceeds
that ne.ded to supply the corona and solar wind. We do not know h ')w or in what
form this material returns to the photosphere. Nor do we presently know hnw the
c• hro mc-+nheric network is heated, although present models suggest the dissipation
of waves channeled by the magnetic field. These are funda+nenti l l questions for
the theory of stellar atmospheres. since we knew that all cool stars have chromo-
spheres. We seek the fundamental processes involved in the transport and dis-
sipation of energ, • , and in mass transport, and most importantly the configura-
tion of the field which controls transport properties of the gas. These phenom-
ena operate on scales beyond our present capabilities to observe. Only the
superior resolving power of the STARPROBE instruments can provide the necessary
observations.
•	 What is the thermal structure of c • oronal loops? How important
Is mass flow in loops, and how is mass exchange between the
chromosphere and coronal loops accomplished? Can evidence for
heating by current dissipation or reconnection be discerned from
the thermal structure of loops? (EUVS, XRH, CUM).
Fig. 3-5. The same view as Fig. 3-3, taken, however, in the blue wing
of the line to emphasize upward moving material (Courtesy
of the Sacramento Peak observatory)
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In the past decade, observations made it. EUV, EUV and X-ray wavelengths
have clearly demonstrated the fundamental role that magnetic fields play in
determining the structure of the transition region and corona. The fundamental
structure In the corona is the' Itlgh- temperature magnetically confined loop.
Loops are present in the atmosphere on a variety of scales, and encompassing
a wide range of temperatures (ranging from about 100,000 K to 10,000,000 K
(see fig. 3-6).
Currant models suggest that loops are Isothermal over most of their
length. due to the high conductivity of the plasma parallel to the magnetic
field, but mist have it very steep thermal gradient near their footprints. Loops
of different teml • er:ittires may form arcades; however, the scale of temperatur^
gradients across the field is not known. Although we can resolve individual
loops, we cannot resolve their structure; certainly loop~ must be dynamic stric-
tures, with mass flow and one or more forms of energy dissipation and transport
occurring, on a fine scale within the loop structure.
Present observations can oflt, r no guidance to theory in the detailed
modeling of these ubiquitous structures. 	 re,hni,ai limitations prevent the
achit've"Ient of r1 ­-;( ' 111t ion better tt,; i n ,t liitttdred kilometers 2 from earth orhft.
O
Fig. 3-6. Coronal loops in the light of the 5303A corona] forbidden line of
Fe XIV (1,500,000 K) (Courtesy of the Sacramento Peak
Observatory)
2Achieving even this level of performance will require the introduction of new
technologies such as large aperture Fresnel zone plates.
10
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at RUV and X-ray wavelengths In the foreseeable future.. 
It 
is clear, however,
that resolution of 10-20 km is required to determine the structure and dynam-
ical behavior of loop structures. Only STARPROBE can achieve this performance,
because again the -limit is not surface quality but minor diameter.
•	 What is the structure of coronal. b ,.,'it points? What role, do
they play in the transport of mass	 tile solar wind, and
in the emergence of • agnetic. flux? Wh,-^; processes art, respon-
sible for heating bright points and supplying the energy for
their flare-like behavior?	 (EUVS, XRH)
Coronal bright points are small regions of intense, EUV and Soft X-ray
emission that are associated with regions of emerging magnetic. flux. They are
observed to be distributed more or less uniformly over 4he solar disk (see
Fig. 3-7). It is likely that bright points are small loop structures, of total
size 1-0,000-20,000 kill. It is believed that bright points may play an important
role in transport of mass from the chromosphere to the corona, and ultimately
to the solar wind. Among the important , questions regarding bright points which
STARPROBB can address are Lbo relationship of bright points to chromospheric
phenomena, such as spicules, and the source of heating and mass for the bright
points.
•	 What is the transition region structure in coronal holes (open
field regions)? What processes are responsible for mass tranGport?
Are abundance gradients observable in the low corona in holes?
(F, UVS, XR11, VM/T)
One of the most fundamental discoveries of the past decade is that
the corona is divided into strong closed magnetic field and weak open magnetic
field regions. The strong field regions are dominated by coronal loop structures
and are bright at X-ray wavelengths. The weak field regions are the source of
the high-speed solar wind streams, and are dark at X-ray wavelengths. Figure 3-7
clearly demonstrates the dichotomy. Present instruments lack both the sensitivity
and resolution to study the embryonic solar wind as it emerges from coronal
holes. Many fundamental questions arise in connection with coronal holes. How
is the material in the wind heated and transported from the chromosphere? Where
and by what mechanism do the abundance anomalies observed in in situ measure-
ments of the wind ori gluate? Where is the ionization structure frozen in? The
answers to these questions are important to the interpretation of the in situ
measurements to be made by STARPROBE, as well as to the interpretations of tile
observations of chromospheric phenomena such as spicules and the chromospheric
network.
0	 How does the energy budget of the corona differ in coronal holes,
and in strong and weak field regions? (XRH, EUVS).
This is a fundamental question which can only be answered by detailed models of
all important structures in the atmosphere, so that the role of mass transport
and mass and current flows, as well as radiation losses can be properly included.
Clearly, STARPROBE, as well as ASO, will play important roles.
r,
ORIGINAU PACC
BLACK AND WHITE F yOTOGRI P11
I• Ig. 3-J.	 Ill,.- Still iihotographt,d at sol t X-ray wavt,lt,ny,th 	 Note the large
cortinal hill# , , extending to the North Pole, illid tilt' preseltt,e of it
number of bright points, both lit
	 of high coronal emission
,Illd lit coronal holes.	 Note also it number of large loop striii -
tures both on the disk and at the limb (Courtesy of American
Sciencee and Engineering)
3.2.2	 The Global PropertLes of the Corona and Solar Wind
The In
.
 situ p.irticle and fivId nivasurt,mt,rtts kill 	 will ,provide
an unprecedented opportunity to determint ,
 unambiguously the conditions ill
tar corona and lit 	 region tit 	 the acceleration of the solar wind is
bellevect to occur.	 Iii order to attain the maximum henefit from these observa-
tions, it is essential to relate them to the structures and conditions in the
inner corolla and ill 	 holes which are connects	 directl y to the STARPROHE
p.lsition by ma l;rtctic field lines and to the global properties of Litt , magnetic
field, solar wind, and corona at the time- of solar encounter. The direct vi e w-
ing instruments will pla y tit 	 role here; however. the observational
program of the umbral instrunu-tits will he especially critical. We discuss here
the imaging observations which link most closely the scientific objectives of
the imaging and in situ instruments.
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What is the global nature of the solar wind velocity distribution?
(CLAS)
r
Thus far, we have been able to sample directly only the properties of
the solar wind in the ecliptic plane. The ISPhj (see footnote 1, page 3-4) will
provide the first data on the properties of the solar wind outside of the eclip-
tic plane, however, the coverage will be limited, the measurement transient, and,
of course, ISPH will measure only solar wind properties at 1-2 AU. The in situ
measurements on STARPROBE will measure solar wind velocities directly into the
acceleration region (believed to lie between 2 and 10 R (D ), but only along a
single track, and only transiently at each position. The Coronal Lyman-a Spectrom-
eter can measure the global distribution of solar wind volocities, and so relate
the in situ observations to global and transient phenomena and to structures at
Lower altitudes in the corona. Although observations of coronal velocity can be
made from outside the corona, their resolution and s2nsitivity is limited, and
their interpretation is ambiguous since these observations must integrate condi-
tions over a line of sight encompassing a wide range of coronal heights and fea-
tures. Because the STARPROBE Coronal Lyman-a Spectrometer can obtain outwardly
directed observations over a variety of coronal heights directly, they may be
interpreted unambiguously to obtain the solar wind velocity distribution as a
function of height, and can attain the resolution and sensitivity necessary to
distinguish structure in the solar wind which can be related directly to struc-
tures in coronal holes. The power of the STARPROBE observations is illustrated
by Fig. 3-8, which shows the sensitivity of the line profile of the backscattered
radiation to flow velocities. This sensitive indicator of the properties of the
solar wind is only available to an observatory such as STARPROBE which penetrates
into the corona.
What are the composition and ionization structures of the solar
wind as a function of distance from the Sun? (CBS, RUVS).
The composition and ionization structures of, the solar ;qind are
known to be Uglily variable, but we do not have the observational data necessary
to relate these variations directly to the structures or the conditions in the
solar atmosphere which are their cause. The combination of the in situ observa-
tions and the observations by the coronal and direct viewing EUV spectrometers
can uniquely provide a direct determination of those important parameters of the
solar wind. Instruments in near-Earth orbit lack both the sensitivity and resolu-
Lion to make these observations, and even if such observations became possible
with an instrument of aperture much greater than any presently believed feasible,
thev would suffer from ambiguity of interpretation due to the long integration
path in the solar wind. The power of outwardly directed observations from
Inside the corona, as in the case of velocity measurements, cannot be duplicated
by remote, observations from Earth orbit.
0	 What is the global configuration of the coronal magnetic field
and the coronal plasma? (CLDM).
•	 What is the global distribution of the interplanetary dust?
(CLDM).
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Fig. 3-8. Line profiles associated with resonant scattering of Lyman alpha
radiation. The Left side of the figure shows a typical emergent
Lyman-alpha profile from the disk (solid line) and a 1.5x10 6 K
thermal gaussian profile (dashed line). The right side of the
figure shows the expected coronal profiles for resonant back-
scattering toward Sun-center for several different solar wind
velocities. The corresponding doppler shifts of the coronal
absorption profile and the integrated intensities (relative
scale) of the backscattered profiles are provided also.
Courtesy of John L. Kohl, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
An important adjunct to the in situ measurements of t';e properties of
the coronal plasma possible from the STARPROBE will be an imaging device capable
of observing the coronal structures into and through which the probe passes.
This instrument would then allow post-perihelion passage specification of the
large-scale domain through which the probe penetrated (e.g., location and extent
of streamers, coronal holes, etc.) by a means which is directly interpretable
from past near-Earth or solar polar measurements. 3 Equally important, the CLDM
would permit optical meaGurement of scale sizes in coronal structures for
direct comparison with the in situ measurements, and provide for the first time
observations of the small-scale (possibly turbulent) structure of the corona which
has been inferred from radial (scintillation, phase lag) measurements.
3 See, however, footnote 1, page 3-4. At the present Lime, the development of the
Coronagraph and X.-Ray/XUV Spectroheliograph instrument (CXX) on ISFM has been
terminated, although studies for a revised CXX have been initiated.
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The CLDM has important applications to Interplanetary medium studies
in addition to those relevant to the solar electron corona; specifically, such
an instrument would be capable of observing outwardly through the zodiacal, light
with a variable line-of-sight, and thus would allow a direct deconvolution of the
integral effects from the interplanetary cloud. Most ImporLantly, the STARPROBB
CUM would pCrlilft observations of the F-corona relatively close to thka Sun --
a region which has been essentially unobservable. In fact, 9AL^ such obtierva-
Lions can fully characterize the dust scattering processes and define tho spatial
and size distributions and the albodo and other optical properties of dust near
the Sun. Furthermore, IT the CLAM Is sensitive to Infrared radiation In addi-
tion to visible light, the instrument would permit examination of the dust vapor-
ization zone(s) of interplanetary material near the Sun in a direct and unambig-
uous way.
Finally, the inclusion of a capability to observe a magnetically
sensitive coronal forbidden line provides a potential technique to measure
the large-scale structure of the coronal magnetic field, an observational goal.
of enormous importance.
3.2.3	 The Interior Structure of the Sun
The demonstration that the well-known 5-minute oscillations of the
solar atmosphere are harmonies of the nonradial p-mode (pressure) acoustic
oscillations of the Sun has opened tip a nt_w experimental window on the solar
,interior and ushered in a new subdiscipline of solar physics: solar seismology.
It has already been possible to deduce some properties of the outer convection
zone, such as Lhe variation of rotatio n.al velocity with depth, from observations
obtained on the ground. Although they have not yet been detected, low-order
p-mode oscillations which involve the deep interior should also be present,
In addition to the p-mode oscillations, theory predicts the existence, of radial
g-mode (gravity) oscillations that involve the entire Sun. Both oscillation modes
can be used to probe the deep interior structure of the Sun, as well as that of
the convection zone. During cruise phase, the Visible Light Magnetometer/
Tachometer, observing In concert with the ASCU, can provide a unique and precise
record of the solar oscillations. We discuss the scientific objectives of this
phase of the STARPRODE Mission below.
• What are the characteristics of the global modes of the solar
oscillations, and what conclusions about the structure of the
convection zone and solar interior follow therefrom? (VM/T)
The measurement of the oscillation modes of the Sun involves the
recording of precise records of the velocity field of the photosphere. The
large-scale field must be distinguished from the many microscopic and macroscopic
effects present on the surface of the Sun, convection cells, differential rota-
tion, circulation, etc. In order to deduce the oscillation modes from this
complex velocity field, the observations should (1) be of long duration and
(2) cover as large a portion of the surface as possible. Although the first
criterion can be met by instruments in near-Earth orbit alone, the second cannot.
The stereoscopic capability covering a wide range of viewing angles, which can
be achieved by STARPROBE and ASO in concert, provides a truly unique opportunity
to study the global oscillations of the Sun, and, therefore, the solar interior,
041,
Such stereoscopic observations are essential to the detection of the lowest
order modern, which is necessary to probe the deep interior of the Sun. This
the only method by which such fundamental parameters as the detailed variati
of the rotation period and temperature with depth can be probed directly.
r	 How do the properties of the .Solar osculations change with
changes in the magnetic configuration of the Sun and with the
solar cycle? (VM/T)
The interaction of the differential rotation of the Sun and the
convective transport of energy is responsible for the solar dynamo which gener-
ates the solar magnetic field. Variations in the dynamic behavior of the eonvoo-
tion zone underlie the solar magnetic and activity cycles. The STARPROBE pro-
vides an ideal platform from which to study the evolution of thi n structure and
dynamical behavior of the convection zone, in concert with the ASO.
30.4	 The Evolutionary and 'Transient Behavior of Photospherie and
Coronal Structures
The award of the Nobel prize to the physicists who perfected the
application of tomography to medical. diagnostics has emphasized the importance
of stereoscopic observations to the determination of the true nature of structures
avcvssible only by remote sensing, especially optically thin structures. The ASO,
and STARhROBE observatories provide a truly classic appl io ati.on of this technique
for solar structures because of the variables viewing angles which can be attained
ovor the lifts of the mission for typical large-scale structures and during
encounter for small--scale structures. (We note that the STARPRORE is especial y
effective in this mode during encounter since, due to its rapid motion along its
track at perihelion, it can view the same structure from different angles.)
Among the objectives which can be addressed during cruise .are;
•	 The study of the evolution of the global distribution of the
solar magnetic field. it should be noted that the full vector
field can only be obtained unambiguously by stereoscopic
observations. (VT/M, CLDM).
0	 The study of the evolution of the large-scale structure of the
corona and of coronal loops. (SXH, CLDM, CES, EUVS).
•	 The study of the evolution of coronal holes, and their relation
to the solar wind flow measured by the in situ STAR ROB
instrument;;. Simultaneous coverage by STARPROBE and ASO will
,allow the regions on the Sane responsible for the solar wind
sector structure, which STARPROBE will measure directly, to
be identified. (SXH, CLDM, CLAS, CBS, EUVS).
•	 The study of the role of coronal transients and other dynamic
phenomena In the corona in determining the structure and
dynamics of the solar wind flaw.	 (CLDM, CLAS).
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•	 Stereoscopic velocity field observations with ASO and STARPROBE,
(when it is dear solar encounter and can attain high revolution).
These observations can measure such phenomena as the full vector
flow field in small structures ouch as granules and spicules.
(VM/T)
•	 Stereoscopic magnetic observations with STARPROBE, (again near
solar encounter) and ASO, These can uniquely determine tho
vector field of structures such as f3piculeo, sunspots, emeriving
flux regions, and cool hoops. (VNT, EMS).
•	 Stereoscopic observations of the magnetic structure and thermal
structure of transient phenomena such as flares and prominences,
in concert with ASO. An important objective is the study of
magnetic and thermal structures which are likely sites of
flares as close to em punter as possible, in order not only to
determine how the structure of such regions evolves, but to maxi-
mize the opportunity for the stereoscopic study of the .Clare
processes at the highest possible resolution, (WI/T, SXiI).
There are many other observational programs which the unique stereo-
scopic capability of STARPROBE and ASO can achieve, both during; the long cruise
period, and for some programs during encounter when, especially at optical wave-
lengths, both ASO and STARPROBE will achieve resolution an order of magnitude
greater than we can attain from the ground. We believe that the stereo capabil-
ity of ASO and STARPROBE will, present a truly unique opportunity, and that the
scientific: payoff which will be achieved will be truly stunning. And, we must
emphasize that such an observational capability can he achieved in no other way,
singe a telescope able to match or exceed ASO performance elsewhere in the
ecliptic plane than in near-Earth orbit would be prohibitively large for a deep
space probe which (lid not approach very close to the Sun.	
D
,
3.2.5
	
Some Remarks on Transient Phenomena
In the preceding discussion we have shown how the specific scientific
questions raised by our major scientific; objectives can be addressed by the
observational. program of the STARPROBE imaging instruments, in some cases
jointly with the Advanced Solar Observatory.
This discussion is, however, not an exhaustive one. We wish to
mention, in particular, transient phenomena such as flares, coronal transients
and prominences. We have not made observational programs associated with such
phenomena a formal part of the encounter science objectives, since it is dif-
ficult to assess the probability of such events occurring near solar minimum,
which is the preferred time for encounter. However, we believe that it is
important to build as much flexibility as possible into the STARPROBE imaging
observing programs to maximize the possibility of studying a flare, or other
transient phenomena, at ultrahigh resolution, should the opportunity present
itself at or near the time of encounter.
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3.3	 BASELINE INSTIR(IM'NT COMPhEMENT AND MISSION CONCEPTS
In Table 3-2, the physical characLoricatien and general performance
specifications of the six Imaging Instruments which the Committee has identified
are summarized. In Cho following discussion, we review the observational demands,
c.nfiguration, operation modes, and anticipated performance of each of the bane-
lined Inntrument°s. We also discuss the accommodation of each inntrument on the
spacecraft, and the rec{uiremow which each instrument places on the opacecraft
and mi8olon ehaaracterintics.
3.3.1	 The Visual Magnetograph/Tachometer (VM/T)
The Viaival
	
inntrumont ban the strongest
rcquiremoa for ultrahigh resolution Imaging at encounter, Typical observational
demands which determine the V01/1' performance specifications are:
0	 The solar field is divided into individual flux tubes of field
strength greater than 1.000 gauss, and whose size has been
estimated to he between 20 and 200 learn, and are probably twi g &
!	 The details of the turbulent motions of the photosphere on
scalds from 10-100 km are crucial. to ModOls of convectioaa
and of thy' granulation.
• Observation of the velocit y field associated with Cho solar
oscillations and with large-scale circul.atlon patterns will
require velocity resolutlon of a few kilometer, per second,
•	 The thermal gradient between the chromosphere and corona
occurs on scales of loss than ;a few hundred km even in large
coronal loop,;, The chromosphere, which is Controlled by the
field, must: have structure at the level of 1.0-20 Q.
The baseline VM/Tconfiguration which the Committee has devolopod
is a Gregorian teleseope of AN to 12-centimeter ;aperture, with blocking,
filters and polarizers, and a high-resolution interferometer, to allow line
ptAil.e measurements in linear and circularly polarized as well as unpolarized
light. The Gregorian configuration is chosen since a heat rejection mirror may
be placed at the prime focus to reject the solar flux which is not within the
primary field of view.
The VM/Tmay operate in either a magnetic or velocity mode, depending
on the choice of polarizers. The use of an interferometer as the dispersing
element insures the attainment of the resolution required to obtain sensitive
magnetic: velocity observations (N/AX v 50,000). In Fig. 3-9, the optical resolu-
tion of the Solar Optical Telescope and the STARP1OBE VMT Telescopes are com-
pared (for as 10-cm VM/T apperture) , illustrating the power of the STARPROBE
concept.
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3.3.2.1	 The Soft X-Ray Heliograph SX11
The revolution requiromento for the SX11 dictate a unique approach to
a grazing incidence optical oyntem, Tho objective of I-are-oce revolution,
and the nine of the individual elements in prevent or forenceable arraydetee-
torn, ouch an CCDo ) require a plate oeal(, of 45 microno/are nec. With the
ordinary Wolter Type I configuration, which in the moot efficient X-ray imaging
configuration for observationn bv'.Iow 100 X, thin would require a telescope of
3-meter focal length, renulLing In an instrument of 3.5 to 4.0 meters total
length. An instrument of Chic nine would Impone intolerable demando on the
STARPROBN heat ahiold. Recently, A. Kri6gor, J, Davin and K. Silk 4 have otulied
the use of secondary grazing incidence mirrorn which, in a manner analogous to
normal incidence optical oyotemn, can result In an overall oyatem magnification.
Two configurations are possible, one in which the secondary element is placed
in front of the primary foetio (following a ouggention by J. Underwood; ace
Fig. 3-10), and a second in which the secondary element in placed behind the pri-
mary focus. One baseline SX11 configuration which can natinfy the observational,
demands is an optica l), ,system consisting of a Wolter Type I primary mirror of
11,10-cm aperture and 0.5-meter focal length and a "Canoograin" secondary hyper-
boloid mirror providing a magnification of 6. The overall length of this instru-
ment in 14,75 motors; however, the focal. length is 	 metero. Using a
800 x 800 CCD focal plane detector with 15 micron eel-Is, this Instrument can
achieve %10-1(m resolution and a ton-are-min fir-Ald of view	 corref3polluhj
at encounter to 8.7 are see as viewed from the Earth). In order to obtain a
larger-scale image for comparison with images from instruments in near-Earth
orbit, the primary Image (a 57-are-min I'leld of view which corresponds to a
50-arc-sec field of view from Earth) must be recorded an well.
GRAZING INCIDENCE MAGNIFIER
SECONDARY MIRROR (MOVEABLE)	 PRIMARY MIRROR
I°°`°'°°"""
SECONDARY FOCUS PRIMARY FOCUS
HYPERBOLOID
HYPERBOLOID
HYPCRBOLOID-3 	 ZPARABOLOID
Figure 3-10. The configuration of the X-ray telescope ) which
utilizes primary and secondary grazing incidence
mirrors to provide a magnified image
4 See STARPROM A Design Study for an X-Ray Imaging Instrument, prepared by American
Science and Engineering, ASE 4672 (JPL Reorder 81-12).
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Spectral renolution, io provided by broadband filtern and R000 f
The hatter, which can achieve bandpatooen of A.6-1.0 A, can ioolate indivi
line multipleta, allowing images to be obtained whiqh correngond to materlAtemperatures ranging from "11#5 x 106 K kv VII, f) lov tv to	 V ( Si V11 6 V4
or Mg XIT 8.12 X).
As is the case for 010 WI/T, the 8XII will be placed behind a baffled
collimating tube, which will reduce the irradiance on the telcocope aperture to
-cN solar conotanto (an measured at I AU). The configuration of the combined
SXII/r.UV apertures in ohown in Fig. 3-11. A critical element for the SXII to a pair
of thin filters which MoL transmit only the X-ray spectral bandpaoo of tnterent
0,6-60 A) and reflect or aboorb other wavelengths. Preliminary design atudion
indicate that a pair of 1500 A aluminum films, or 3000 A beryllium films with
aluminum overcoat, supported by mesh grids, can WithtAand the expected ambient
temperatur('a, and will transmit the desired radiation.
3.3.2.2	 The Uxtreme Ultraviolet SpeeLroheliograph (HUVS)
There are several approaches to the design of the Rxtremc Ultra-
violet Spoctroheliograph, Figure 3-11 indicates how the EUVS and SXH may share
a single optical precol-t imator. The grazing angle fjolectvd for the diagonal
mirrors determines the short wavelength cutoff of the instrument. This could
be made an short an o100 A; however, the baseline provisionally adonted by the.7	 V	 V
Committ.ce was )0300 A. The instrument approach currently reg arded as the base-
line configuration is a normal incidence Wadsworth which can atigmatically
image 4-6 emission 1-ines in the wavelength range from 300-1200 A Typical lines
which might be selected are., H Ly a (1-210 A) lie 11 (304 A), 0
 
A.
 
(1032 X),
Si XIT (499 A), Mg X (610 A) and Fo XVI (335 ^). Those linco encompass the tem-
perature range from 104K to 3 x 106K in the atmosphere. There are, however,
several other instrumental approaches which should be studied in more detail.
For example, the use of a, , grazing incidence Wolter 11 optical system might allow
observations down to 100 A (although it might be limited to X 80 A); an objec-
tive grating configuration might allow higher resolution, and the Study of line
profiles. The baseline configuration will, however, Meet all Of the observational
criteria we have established.
The EUVS would primarily operate in a mode in which simultaneous
SpeeLroheliograms in 4 to 6 preselec •ed emission line were recorded; however,
observations could be obtained in any emission line in the spectral range
of interest. The instrument may, therefore, obtain observations in any of a
number of density sensitive line multiplets, such as those belonging to the
beryllium isoelectronic sequence, or in the temperature sensitive line multiplets
belonging to the lithium isoelectronic sequence. (see, for example, Gabriel and
Jordan, 1972 5 , or Walker, 1976 6). The EUVS can, therefore, carry out very
powerful diagnostic Studies of the corona/chromosphere transition region at very
high angular resolution.
Gabriel, A. 11. and Jordan, C., in Case Studies in Atomic Coll k§ tqn _Yhys,&cs ,
6 Vol, 11, p. 211Walker, A. B. C., Syq( Tnstr, 2, 9.
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Fig. 3-11. Configuration of the combined SXH and VM/T apertures
3.3.3	 Tho Coronal. Lyman Alpha and EUV Spectrometers and the Coronal
Light Detector
The three umbral instruments view the corona and, thus, are riot sub-
ject to the thermal problems which must be resolved for the direct viewing
instruments. The coronal viewing instruments must, however, use external (and,
In some cases, internal) occulters, and must be able to scan over a very
large angle. (ideally ti2rr steradians). For the Lyman-a and coronal light
instruments, scanning can probably be accomplished internally; however, it may
be necessary to scan the entire EUV instrument. The unique observational
capabilities of these instruments are summarized below:
•	 In order to determine the solar wind velocity with precision, i,
is necessary to make outwardly directed observations of back-
scattered radiation. STARPROBE is uniquely suited to this
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requirement. Lyman-(% observations are most sensitive to
velocities of 100-300 km/sec; to resolve smaller velocities, it
is desirable to observe the profiles of other lines such as
0 VI (1032 A).
Coronal measurements on the STARPROBB can be made much closer
to the solar limb than would be possiblo with a conventional
coronagraph from Earth orbit.
The lower density of the plasma In coronal holes and in the
solar wind requires much higher sensitivity than can be achieved
from Earth orbit to study elemental abundances and ionization
structure.	 The STARPROBE instruments can achieve the enhanced
sensitivity which is necessary; furthermore the radial dependence
of these parameters can be unambiguously unfolded from the
sequence of outwardly directed observations to be taken during
the encounter.
3.3.3.1	 The Lyman-a Spectrometer (CLAS)
The baseline configuration of the Coronal. Lyman-a Spectrometer con-
sists of an off-axis parabolic telescope which feeds an Ebert-Fastie Spectrom-
eter (Kohl, 1.979, Kohl et al., 1980 7) . The desire for a wide field of view
could be accommodated by using several telescope mirrors viewing in different
directions, which could feed multiple spectrometer entrance slits. It would be
desirable to observe the profiles of lines other than Lyman-a as well (i.e.,
0 VI 1032); however, the additional complexity introduced must be. weighed against
the scientific advantages.
	
3.3.3.2	 The Coronal Light Detector (CL P 1 )
The Coronal Light Detector will not have the. stringent requirements
for light rejection which the usual externally occulted coronagraph must
meet; however, it must be carefully baffled internally. The CDLM will operate
in two modes, uLi'llizing filters in coronal intensity observations, or Polarizers
and a high-resolution interferometer for observations of coronal forbidden lines,
to obtain coronal fields. The filters must cover a broad wavelength range,
extending into the infrared.
	
3.3.3.3
	 The Coron,a l, Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer (CES)
The Coronal Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer will utilize a Wolter
Type 11 optical system, most probably combined with secondary optics in its
Kohn, J. L., in A Closeup of the Sun, 1979, JPL POlication 78-70, Kohl, J.L.)
withbroo, G. L., Weiser, H., MacQueen, R. M. and Munroe, R. H., The Spacelab
Lyman Alpha and White Light Coronagraphs Program: to be published in Space
Science Reviews.
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)rt F21-08,
Imaging Techniques for the STARPROBE Mission, BASD
July 1981.
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spectrometer design; however, the details of the CBS design are not yet well
established. The 100-800 X interval selected for the CBS was chosen because
the widest range of ionization stages of C, 0, Ne, Mg ) Si and Vo can be
observed Within this wavelength interval. It is anticipated that the CBS will
operate primarily in a spectrometer mode, scanning over select wavelength inter-
vals In order to measure the abundance and ionization structure of the solar
wind.
3.3.4	 Accommodation of the Imaging Instruments
We comment briefly here on the most significant problem areas of
instrument accommodation which the Committee addressed.
3.3. 4. 1,	 Physical Placement of Instruments
The basic philosophy adopted to accommodate the direct viewing instru-
inents is to place them behind collimated baffles which reduce the incident heat
flux to ovN solar constants (as measured at I AU) by limiting the field of view.
This approach is illustrated by Fig. 3-12 (Fig, 3-12 does not necessarily repre-
sent t1le latest STARPROBE configuration, but it does illustrate the basic design
philosophy). Recently, a study by Ball Aerospace8 has indicated that separate
collimation tubes for the ^W/T and SXH/EUVS may be preferable, since this approach
ellminates constraints on the VM/T and S41111 apertures. Although it is not shown
in Fig, 3-12, the EUVS may be easily accommodated with the same collimated baffle
system as the SXH, as shown in Fig. 3-11.
The accommodation of the Coronal Light Detector and the Coronal
Lyman-(x Spectrometer In a single package is assumed in Fig. 12. The use of a
spinning platform, coupled with the use of multiple apertures to allow observa-
Lions at angles up to 90' from the spin platform axis, can accommodate the
desired 27r storadina field of view.
The accommodation of the Coronal. EUV Spectrometer presents a more
difficult problem, since the use of reflecting flats is limited for an instrument
operating at 100 ^ in the BUV. Alternatively, limiting the short wavelength
cutoff to 300 A may ease this problem. Other approaches to meeting the CBS view
requirements are discussed in Section 3.4.
3.3.4.2	 Thermal Control
With the adoption of the collimated optical, baffles to reduce the
radiative flux on the primary optical elements, and ti ,
 prudent use of techniques
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such as the VM/T Gregorian design to reject surplus radiation, it appears that the
direct viewing instruments can tilerate the thermal environment at encounter.
Detailed studies have already been carried out for the SXH and VII/T, indicating
that the performance specifications of Table 3-1 will not be compromised by thermal
control measures, The coronal instruments are not expected to encounter severe
thermal problems,
3.3.4.3
	 Imaging Data Storage
A rather critical issue from the point of view of the imaging experi-
ments is the capacity to store data during the encounter phase, when the data
link with the spacecraft will be severely limited. Table 3-2 indicates the
requirements for onboard storage which the Committee has devel,opud. These
requirements are based on the fact that even with onboard data compression, a
single image from, for example, the VM/T or SX11 will contain more than 10 6 bits.
When the requirements for multiple filters or multiple wavelength images and
line profile determinations is taken into account, a single "observation" will
require P.107
 bits for most instruments. The importance of this capability to
	 l
fully exploit the unique opportunity presented by the STARPROBE encounter cannot:
be overemphasized. i
4
3.3 4.4
	 Contamination of Optical Surfaces
The flux of material sublimed from the heat shield during solar
encounter is expected to be quite high. Since the optical surfaces of the
various optical instruments will be cool compared to most other spacecraft sys-
tems, contamination of these surfaces presents a serious potential problem.
Reflectivity in th "a EUV is especially sensitive to contamination; experience
on OSO has shown that a factor of 100 in reflectivity can be lost due to con-
tamination. This problem deserves very careful study.
3.3.4.5
	 Region of View
As the STARPROBE spacecraft passes over the solar meridian of 0° longi-
tude (as viewed from Earth) it is necessary to have the capability to offset the
viewing direction lateral to the spacecraft motion in order to view various
features on the disk. This is accomplished by tilting the spacecraft axis; the
degree of offset allowed depends on the configuration of the heat shield and
payload. The current configuration, assuming an X-ray telescope of less than
2 meters length (the current baseline is 1.75 meters) will allow a scan range
of ±7.5°. Figure 3-13 indicates the quite excellent coverage which can be
achieved.
3.3.5
	 Mission Profile
The Committee has agreed that the preferred period for STARPROBE
solar encounter is near solar cycle minimum, somewhat toward the ascending phase;
and that the spacecraft orbit should cross the Sun's poles. This will ensure that
3-28
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Fig. 3-13. The unshaded regions indicate the area on the disk which may be
viewed. Note the rap1d motion of the subsatellite point	
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the spacecraft will pass through polar coronal holes, and that the solar wind
related objectives can be achieved. The encounter should be timed so that the
spacecraft approaches the Sun from behind, as viewed from Earth, so that the
:features to be observed at perihelion are observable from Earth, and a compre-
hensive observing program can be developed and implemented. Preliminary studies
of solar activity levels of previous solar cycles early in the ascending phase
suggest that there is a very high probability that ex4mples of all features of
interest, such as sunspots, coronal loops, etc., will be present for encounter.
3.4
	
SOME TASKS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
There are a number of questions relating to the imaging instruments
which require more detailed study. Among those which appear to be most urgent
are the following:
0	 The extreme Ultraviolet Spectroheliograph should be more clearly
defined. In particular, the thermal problems associated with the
optical flats, should be addressed. Furthermore, there are sev-
eral basic approaches to the. 1UVS; each has its ad-antages and
disadvantages, both scientifically and technically. If pos-
sible, each should. be
 studied to the depth which has already
been achieved for the SXI3 and VM/T.
3-29
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•	 The Coronal Light. Detector/Magnetometer has not been fully
defined. in particular, the concept of including a capability
for high-resolution 90servations of coronal forbidden lines to
determine the coronal field is fairly recent.
•	 The Coronal RUV Spectrometer is the least well defined of the
imaging instruments. One serious issue which must be addressed
is how to obtain the desired wide field of view without scanning
the entire instrument. Such approaches as the use of layered
synthetic microstructures as HUV mirrors or oi,tical elements should
be carefully investigated.
•	 An element common to many of the imaging instruments is the desire
to utilize a CCD array as the imaging element. This will require
the use of radiative coolers since these detractors must operate
at %170 K for the most effective performance. The impact of
this requirement for radiative coolers to provide the necessary
thermal environment should be studied.
3.5	 IMAGING SCIHNUS SUMMARY
In summarizing the work of the Ad Hoc Imaging Committee, the following
points can be made:
The Committee has concluded that the scientific objectives which
can be addressed by imaging instruments _n STARPROBE are criti-
cal to Solar Physics, and can be accomplished in no other way.
i	 The Committee has defined six baseline instruments, each of
which has a unique set of objectives and capabilities. The
measurements to be taken are highly complementary to one
another, and to the in situ observing program of the particles
and fields instruments.
•	 Collaborative observations between STARPROBE and the Advanced
Solar Observatory throughout the STARPROBE Mission (including
the cruise phase) will greatly enhance the scientific return
of both observatories.
0	 The technical challenges, such as thermal control, which
the STARPROBE mission presents to the imaging instruments are
formidable; however, they all appear solvable.
•	 The accommodation of all six imaging instruments on the current
all-science spacecraft design appears feasible. FI;,-ld of view
requirements can be met. Important issues which remain to be
resolved are the onboard data storage requirements ( n-3.5 X 109 bits
are desire..) and the extent of the danger of contamination of opti-
cal surfaces presented by mass loss from the heat shield during
encounter.
a
r
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CHAPTER 4
STARPROBE MISSION AND SYSTEM OPTIONS
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	4.0	 INTRODUCTION
The STARPROBE mission concept has been under study at JPL and its
history is reported elsewhere (Refs. 4-1, 4-2). The current study included
five mission and system design options satisfying five scientific mission con-
cepts. This is a report of the results of this study including a summary of the
scientific objectives, design requirements, and specific designs satisfying; the se
five concepts.
The mission involves targeting a shielded spacecraft to pass through
the outer solar corona. With this proximity to the Sun, fundamental investiga-
tions of the local surface and interior characteristics of the Bull are possible
and are detailed in chapters 1 through 3. Trajectories require large energies
which are currently only possible with a Jupiter gravity-assist delivery. A
spacecraft is delivered on a trajectory over the pole of the Sun and to a.
perihelion radius of four solar radii (4R S)
Depending on the scientific objectives and payload, the spacecraft
can have various appearances which are characterized by the design of the ther-
mal shield. A research program is underway at this time to determine the shield
design. Tile details of this program and the design are discussed in Ref. 4-4.
The drag compensation requirements (Refs, 4-3, 4-5, 4-6) also influence tile con-
figuration design and affect tile system and subsystem design requirements
(Ref. 4-8). IncornoraLion of a "drag-free"' sarsor and associated onboard com-
putational complexity is necessary t^_) provide the high drag compensation accuracy
for the mission options with gravitational experioents (Refs. 4-3, 4-5, 4-6, 4-7).
STARPROBE may become an official NASA project in the late 1980s with
the earliest launch opportunity probably in 1988. Current trajectory design
concepts consider only this launch opportunity but similar opportunities exist
about every 13 months,
	
4.1	 SCIENCE SUMMARY
The sclentiflf., justification for the STARPROBE has been reviewed
periodically. A typical question asked is, "What can STARPROBE do that other
missions cannot?" The following points attempt to summarize the answers.
(1) Measure the solar J2 to the accurate (10,^ura	 -8 ) required to;n,
(a) Determine the rotation rate(s) of the solar internal
structure yielding the solar mass distribution and
total angular momentum (see Sections 1.1.3 and 1.1.8).
(b) Determine the value of the PPN parameter 0 providing
one of the most accurate experimental tests of general
relativity (see Section 1.2.3).
(2) Observe in-situ the dynamics and heating of the solar wind in
the unexplored region between 4R s and 60R s (see Section 2.1.1)
(3) Determine the mass loss mechanisms of a stellar obJect (see
Section 2.1.1).
(4) Measure the energy spectra and composition of solar energetic
particles to determine their storage, release and acceleration
histories (see Section 2.1.2).
(5) Image the sun at a resolution at least an order of magnitude better
than the most advanced proposed solar observatories, yielding
details about structure in the photosphere, chromosphere and
corona which would never be visible by other techniques (see
Section 3.2.1).
Details of the scientific objectives and requirements for the
three STARPROAE scientific disciplines are discussed in chapters 1 through 3
and by Underwood (Ref. 4-3). The fields and particles (V&P) discipline includes
the following typical instruments:
Plasma Spectrometers (PS)
Magnetometers (MAO)
Plasma Wave Spectrometer (PW)
Energetic Particle Detector (EP)
Dust Impact Detectors (DI)
Ion Composition Analyzer (IC)
Coronal Light Detector (CLD)
Figure 4-1 illustrates the regions of each of the phenomena expected
near perihelion (see Section 2.0) and the instruments used to measure each of
the phenomena. Note that a STARPRORE perihelion of 4Rs would pass through all
of the regions with the exception of the region of closed field lines. This
region could only be observed with remote sensing instruments.
The Imaging scientific discipline consists of the remote sensing
experiments which rely on optical instruments in two classes as discussed in
chapter 3. The first class would utilize direct viewing instruments :including;
Visual Magnetograph/Tachometer (VM/T)
EUV Spectroheiiograph (EUVS)
r
Soft X-Ray Heliograph (SXH)
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Fig, 4-1. Fields and particles phenomena and typical inszrumei 6
The objectives of this class of experiments are to provide the highest possible
resolution images of the physical structure in the solar atmosphere as discussed
in Section 3.2.
The second class of optical experiments would not view the solar disk
but would observe phenomena in the corona which could be related directly to the
in situ experiments. These instruments include:
Coronal. 7.1vman Alpha Spectrometer (CLAS)
Coronal Light Detector/Nagnetogra,;h (CLAM) (magnetograph on the CLD)
Coronal RUV Spectrometer (CRS)
In addition to the synergism with the in situ experiments, other objectives of
these coronal viewing instruments include studying the evolution of the structure
of dynamic coronal events which would also be observable by solar telescopes,
on and orbiting the Earth.
The gravitational experiments on STARPROBE rely on precision determina-
tion of the spacecraft's orbit in order to detect small perturbations caused by
various gravitational and relativistic effects. The most fundamental objective
is to determine the solar grdvitational quadrupole moment 02) as elaborated in
Section 1.3.1. The "instruments" involved are the drag compansation system on
the spacecraft and the high accuracy radio tracking system onboard and on the
earth described by Armstrong et al (Ref. 4-9). The predicted sensiti.vity of the
i
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Jo measurement by STARPROBF, is shown. in ViS. 4-2 as derived from Measc et al.
(Ref. 4-7). Here the J2 accuraoy in plotted against One perihelion radius and
orbital Inclination. The design goal of I to 2 parts in 10 8 accuracy can be met
only if the perihelion radius is about 4Rs and the inclination is greater than
about 70 degrees.
The five science options conNidered during the most recent study were
derived from each of the scientific diaciplines or combination of disciplines.
These options were defined by the NASA-sponsored STARPROBE Scientific; Advisory
Group. Table 4-1 summarizes the disciplines includod in each science option.
Note that there are two options which contain only fields and partialco experi-
ments. One of these is for a 3-axia stabilized spacecraft design. The oLhar is
a spin stabilized design. Each of these; 	 will be discussed later, 	 A
4.2	 TRAJECTORY DESIGN
A near perihelion trajectory satisfying the scientific objeetiveE has
a perihelion radius of about 41tG and an inclination of about 90 degrees. The
baseline trajectory with these parameters io shown in Pig. 4-3, This is a view
(edge-on to the ecliptic plane) of the trajectory from-10 days to +10 days with
an expanded view from minus to plug 8 bourn, The high heliocentrie voloei lty of
the spacecraft is apparent from the figure. The spacecraft passes from pole to
pole in less, than 14 hours, reaching a perihelion velocity of over 300 km/sec.
Also illustrated in a schematic view of the spacecraft in its nadir pointing
orientation, keeping the'
	 toward tlie Sun throughout the perihelion passage.
Note that a 180-degree pitch maneuver is required in about 14 hours.
ORBIT INCLINATION, 1
60	 70
5 [	 \1Rp a - go")
4
(RP 411 1	 CURRENT D11111 IOIPOINT'2 
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2
PERIHELION RADIUS, R P (solar rad1l)
Fig. 4-2. Estimated J2 accuracy versus perihelion radius and orbit inclination
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Table 4-1# STARPROBE science options
Scientific discipline
F&P	 Optical	 Gravity	 Comment
Option
X	 X	 X	 Full
science
X	 X	 No
optical
	
xzz	 X	 F&P
3 axis
	
IV	 X	 Optical
only
	
V	 X	 F&P
Spin stabl.
To deliver a spacecraft to the perihelion conditions illustrated in
Fig. 4-3 requires a high energy trajectory using Jupiter gravity assist (JGA), as
determined from previous studies (Refs. 4-1, 4-2). A major concern in the past
has been delivering auffieient payload to 4Rs with the early versions of the Space
Shuttle (STS) configured for interplanetary launches using an IUS upper stage.
Trajectories were designed (Refs. 4-1, 4-2) which would deliver sufficient mass
to the Sun given this less than desirable STS performance, but they required both
Earth and Jupiter gravity-assist swingbys and were known as AV-EJGA trajectories.
More recently, new STS high-energy-stage concepts (e.g., Centaur/STAR-43 or
on-orbit assembly of IUS stages) have been proposed. Such a stage would allow
the delivery of a sufficient payload to the Sun using only a JGA trajectory.
These types of ballistic delivery trajectories are illustrated in
Fig. 4-4, which is a view from above the ecliptic plane. The spacecraft is launched.
on an Earth return trajectory leading to an Earth gravity-assist (EGA) swingby.
To accomplish the Earth return it is necessary to carry a large propulsion module
providing the two large impulses (AV1 and AVD . This inner portion of the
trajectory is known as a AV-EGA trajectory. Following the AV2 maneuver and the
Earth swingby, the spacecraft now continues outward toward the Jupiter gravity-
assist (JGA) swingby. The state of the AV-EGA trajectory is virtually identical
to a JGA trajectory just past the Earth. Thus, if a high-energy launch vehicle
can inject a spacecraft into this state toward Jupiter, only a JGA trajectory
is required. The advantages of the JGA trajectory include the shorter flight
time and the deletion of the AV propulsion module from the spacecraft at signif-
icant cost savings.
Another parameter illustrated in Fig. 4-4 is the earth-node angle (n)
shown at a value of -45 degrees. This angle is defined as the difference in
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Fig. 4-3. Near-perihelion trajectory
heliocentric longitude between the STARPROBE orbit node and the Earth's location
at the time of perihelion. An angle of -45 degrees has two pooitive attributes.
First, the geometry at perihelion is nearly optimum for radio tracking purposes
to determine J2 as illustrated in Fig. 4-5. This is a v-4ew of the perihelion
trajectory and the Sun as seen from the Earth. Note that the perihelion is
about 0.8 degrees from the Sun. This separation is important to the tele-
communications subsystem design as discussed by Armstrong, et al (Ref. 4-9).
- - - AV-EGA]
J
 AV_EJGA TRAJECTORY
JGA 
711619 4.(^
1
LAUNCH 9161b8 j
EARTH
x..450	 ^^	 Y
7116194 i
AVi
^•-	
^X	
7115189 f
JUPITER
3117192
AV  /
1111190
SW',NGBY
Fig. 4-4. STARPROBE 1988 ballistic delivery trajectories
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Another aspect of this geometry illustrated in Fig. 4-5 is the subspacecraft track
on the Sun. This is the track that is most easily observable from the spacecraft
optical instruments. But, with this geometry, the track would also be observable
groin Earth-based solar telescopes during the encounter inviting complementary
observations in regions near the track. Note that these regions would rotate
from left to right, allowing enough time (a few days) to reprogram the STARPROBE
computers to point at exactly the same region.,; which had previously been observed
from Earth. Thus, high-resolution observations from STARPROBE couldbe made of
regions containing interesting transient events seen previously with lower-
resolution solar telescopes near or on the Earth.
Another type of trajectory has been studied (Ref. 4-10) which is simi-
lar to the AV-EJGA trajectory but ut-1'.i-_es a high specific impulse electric propul-
sion system for the "AV." Figure It o illustrates such a trajectory for STARPROBE
using a Solar Electric Propulsion -0'ystem (SEPS) currently under development at
NASA. The intermediate orbit is similar to the AV-EGA trajectory, but the
velocity is added continuously by the SEPS system to shape the Solar Electric
Earth gravity-assist (SEEGA) trajectory for the Earth swingby. Add Jupiter
gravity-assist and this is defined as a SEEJGA trajectory. One of tho most
favorable attributes of the SHEJGA trajectory is the lower final orbit period
(2.9 years) produced by retrothrusting with the SEPS during the approach to the
Sun. One. of the major drawbacks of this concept is the expected contamination
of the spacecraft surfaces and fields and particles environments when the SEPS
Is operating.
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Table 4-2 summarizes the principal eharaoteristic s of the $TAltPitOB11,
trajectory options. /or each of the ballistic trajectory types there are
two entries in the table. The JGA trajectories are characterized by the ll'ngth
Of the flight time to the Sufi, which is directly related to the laun ph energy.
The "short" JGA has the shortes u flight time (2.7 years) of any of the trajectory
options but has the highest CAJ (183), requiring a high-enorgy-upper-stage launch
vehicle to deliver a reasonable payload to the Sun. A reduced Q is possible
using the "loaf;" JGA trajectory at a penalty of an additional 1.1 years of
flight time. Another difference in they JGA trajectories is the herijove radius.
The :short JGA trajectory passes Jupiter atabout j Q and will be subjected to a
higher flux of particle radiation than the long, JGA (and all. of the other
options) which pas p
 at about lh Q.
Although only one A'Vp1 JGA trajectory exists for the 1988 opportunity,
two technologies of the AV propulsion module are possible (see Table 4-2) yielding
significantly different performances. Because Of the higher performance of the
space storable propulsion modulo, over 600 kg more delivered mass is possible.
Included for comparison in Table 4-2 are the SEEM trajectory char-
acterisLics. Note that the most outstanding characteristic is the reduced final
orbit period (2.9 years) afforded by thrusting from Jupiter to the y approach
to the Sun. This in because the final, orbital period is not definod by the
aphelion (near Jupiter) as with the ballistic trajectories,
Duo primarily to cost considerations, tho current proferrod tra;jeycl-
Lory Is the shorn JGA which seems to deliver a ^RUi'f ic,^ie,a^t Mass for the current
spacecraft design If a high--synergy upper stage (e.g., Centaur) becomes available.
4.3
	
SPACHC;iu'1VT SYSTEM DESIGN l;l;Qll7itEMENTS
A mission to they Sun places vary stringent and unique requirements
on the spacecraft design. Table 4-3 summarizes some of the requirements derived
from the scientific objectives and placed on the spacecraft subsystems. Assoni-
ated with each requirement is .a numerloal specification which can drive the
design of a specific subsystem or the entire system. Note that the requirements
for each science option form a subset of the LOW requirements, with the mop-
Lion of the full sciences
 option (not shown), which must fulfill all of the
requirements ;simultaneously. The following paragraphs describe the y affects of the
principal requirements on the design options.
Many of the requirements affect the configuration as shoa^na in the
schematic drawing of Fig, 4-7. Dominating the configuration  is the primary thermal.
shield, The design of the shield is not driven by survivability but by the
scientific requirement to minimize the mass loss from the shield (Less than
W mg/see). To keep tho temperature at a low enough level to satisfy* the mass
less specification, is high aspects ratio goo lotry In necessary. A cone seems to
be the beat geometry for the shield, and tho lowest mass s hie ld sfoms to be made
of a refractor=
 carbon-earbon material. Below the primary shield, the carbon-
carbon secondary shields reduce the thermal flux from the back side of the primary
shield to a benign 40 deg Celsius in the electronics bays and the drat;- free noasor.
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(<4ft,1,OX109b STORAGE)
GRAVITY SCIENCE
DRAG -FREE SUBSYSTEM
	
(10-109, ESTIMATOR	 CONTROL)	 PRIMARY SHIELD
	
UMBRA	 (LOW MASS, <2,5 m® /to LOSS 0 400 whA
(AT PERIHELION)
OPTICAL SCIENCE
(0,02' POINTING CONTROL,
t7° OFF NADIR)—,,,,
^— TELECOMMUNICATIONS
0 < 0,1 mm/sac, > 20 kbps)
Fig. 4-7. Spacecraft schematic configuration
The shadow or umbra cast by the shield has a conical shape due to the
large angular diameter (28 deg) of the Sun at 4Rs. The components of the space-
craft must reside in this umbra for survival. The power Sources, consisting of
radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs), reside in the upper part of the
umbra for two reasons. First, there is more area available in this part of the
umbra for the large thermal radiators which wrap around the outer edge of the
umbra (not shown in rig. 4-7). Second, placement of the RTGs here separates them
as far as possible from the scientific instrument detectors which are sensitive
to the neutrons and gammas emitted by tb.e RTGs.
Wrapping around the opposite side of the upper umbra from the RTGs,
the elect;:onics bays are located to allow the large volume required as well as
reasonable isolation from the RTGs. In the center of the upper umbra is the drag-
free sensor for the gravitational experiments located near th,ecenter of
gravity. Below the RTGs is the high-gain antenna (HGA), which must remain in the
umbra and be fully articulated (to continuously track the Earth during the nadir
pointing maneuvers near perihelion). It represents the window to the tele-
communicators subsystem, which must maintainhigh Doppler tracking accuracy (less
than 0.1 mm/sec) and high telemetry rates (greater than 20 kbps).
The direct viewing optical science instruments reside on an "optical
bench” near the lower center of the umbra. The boresight of the direct viewing
optical. instruments passes through the refractory metal tube located near the cen-
ter of the primary shield. This tube acts as a thermal ;isolator for the instru-
ments as well as a contamination barrier. The X-ray telescope is the largest of
4-12
the optical instruments (shown schematically in Fig;. 4-7) requiring high accuracy
pointing control (less than 0.02 clog) and a large pointing range (plus or
minus 7 clog off nadir). At the Lip of the umbra is a rotating platform sup-
porting; most of the fielda and particles (FW experiments as well as tha coronal
Optical instruments. The platform rotates at about 10 rpm to fulfill the fre-
quency and field-of-view requirements of the P&P experiments.
4.4
	
SUBSYSTM DESIGN TECHNOLOGY AND PERFOMIANCE
Technology research is proceeding for many of the STARPROB subsystems.
The research is supported by m memo of understanding (Ref. 4-10) between
the NASA-OAST and the NASA-OSSA offices. This technology development program is
expected to be completed in 1985 and to provide technology in a state which can
be inherited by the S`i'ARPROBE project to minimize project costs. The thermal
shield, the telecommunications, and the drag-free subsystems are under devel-
opment as part of this program.
Recent thermal shield research (Ref, 4-4) has been directed toward
identifying suitable materials for the shield system as well as an appropriate
shield configuration design. The most promising material is carbon-carbon,
selected for its high strength-to-mass ratio at high temperatures and its conser-
vative thermal properties. This lightweight material will perform the STARPROBE
thermal. shield function if it is configured into a 30-deg cone, The key perform-
ance criterion is not survivability but minimum mass loss. Figure 4-8 illustrates
the results of a parametric study of conical shields made of carbon-carbon. The
mass lose rate of the shield is plotted as a function of perihelion radius, with
the design goal of 2.5 mg/sec shown as a dashed horizontal line. The results show
that a 30-deg cone is necessary to satisfy the mass loss requirement at a peri-
helion radius of 4R
s
Telecommunications near the Sun (Ref. 4-9) are severely degraded due to
the corona environmental effects on the channel and due to the Sun's presence in
the ground station antenna beam. The current trajectory design attempts to mini-
mize the latter condition as illustrated in Fig. 4-5. The effects of these
deleterious conditions are very significant, as shown in Fig. 4-9 by the dramatic
change in telemetry performance near perihelion, There is a factor of 10 reduc-
tion in X-band telemetry performance during the final 6 hours before perihelion.
The current power output of the X-band channel. (40 watts) would be more than
adequate i„f coronal effects were not so significant.
Drag-free technology research and simulation status is reported in
references 4-5, 4-6, and 4-8. The drag-free functional elements are shown
schematically in fig, 4-10. The drag-free sensor consists of a "proof
mass” or spherical ball which is centered in a spherical cavity attached to the
spacecraft. When the spacecraft is perturbed by external forces such as solar
radiation pressure forces, the cavity moves and this displacement is detected by
capacitor detectors which can activate small thrusters to restore the spacecraft
(i.e., recenter the proof mass). Unfortunately, forces internal to the space-
craft, such as variable mass attraction and charge attraction (see Pig, 4-10),
also perturb the ball. One of the most difficult forces to determine is the
charge force on the ball as discussed by Vijayaraghavan (Ref. 4-8). All of the
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rig. 4-10. Drag-free subsystem elements on the spacecraft
internal forces must be estimated using various telemetry and control techniques.
An elaborate on-board controller or estimator establishes whether the perturba-
tions on the spacecraft are truly external, justSfying the activation of the
compensating thrusters. The drag-free function is part of the overall attitude
and translation control subsystem which must maintain near-nadir pointing during
the perihelion passage. Deviations from true nadir pointing are required to
point the direct viewing optical experiments at as large an area as possible near
perihelion. This offset pointing reduces the size of the spacecraft's umbra and
must be limited to about 7 deg from nadir. The effects of this limitation are
shown in rig. 4-11, which illustrates the regions that can be viewed from the opti-
cal instruments. Note that both of the polar regions are totally viewable down
to a latitude of about 40 deg. However, equatorial regions can be viewed only
near the spacecraft track at perihelion.
The onboard data handling and control computer must not only be capable
of the real-time computations needed for the drag-free estimation and control,
but the computer must also change the data rates rapidly to account for the varia-
tion in telemetry performance discussed above. A variable data format algorithm
has been designed which would allow data rates to be varied in discrete steps of
5 kbps each. With these rate steps, the time intervals between data rate changes
4-•15
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Fig„ 4-11. Optical pointing range boundaries (W range)
will be as small as about 4 minutes. A new ground system design as part of the
new Deep Space Network Conoolidation Plan (see Ref. 4-10, section 3.7.6) will be
necessary to acconunodate such rapid data rate changes with minimum data loss due
to reacquisition time intervals.
4.5	 SPACECRAFT DESIGNS FOR EACH SCIENCE OPTION
Characteristics of the spacecraft design for each of the .five STARPROBE
science; options are discussed below by first presenting the overall configuration
design and then describing any unique futures of each system design. Following
the discussion of all f1ve of the desig,ts, a summary of mass, launch mass margins,
and power will be given.
The full science configuration (option I) is illustrated in Fig. 4-12 in
perspectiva view. The primary shield is a cone with a small central angle
(about 30 deg) to minimize its temperature and mass lass at perihelion. The base
of the cone has a diameter approximately equal to the space shuttle bay diameter.
Passing through the center of the shield in a long tube which forms the optical
path for the visual, and X-ray instruments. The optical instruments reside on an
"optical bench" structure (not shown) containing celestial and inertial sensors
p
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Fig. 4-12. Full science spacecraft configuration (perspective view)
as well as the reaction wheels which would provide pointing maneuvers and
accuracy, The detectors for the opticalinstruments are as far from the RTGs as
possible. The RTGs were configured with two design guidelines, in mind. First,
the particle radiation from the RTGs is minimized if they are viewed end-t.)n.
Second, the distance from the end of the RTG to the science detectors (optical
and fields and particles) should be as far as possible to minimize interference
and damage. Also the distance from the RTGs to the bus has been maximized by
locating the electronics bus diametrically opposite 
the 
RTGs in the tipper part of
the umbra. The fields and parti(^lea instruments (plasma, ion, and particle
detectors) are located in the lower part of the conical umbra on a spinning plat-
form. Below this platform, the magnetometer is attached to a retractable boom,
allowing at least a 3.3-meter separation from the spacecraft during cruise when
deployed (shown in retracted position here for the perihelion passage).
Further details of the full science configuration can be seen in
Fig. 4-13, The details of the primary shield supports are shown as well as the
fit of the secondary shields around the slightly offset optical contamination bar-
rier. The optical bench support structure around the X-ray telescope couples
into the principal space-frame structure supporting the bus RTGs, RIGA and
spinning science platform. The drag-free sensor can be seen next to one of the
offset-axis reaction wheels which are used to assure the accurate optical instru-
ment pointing requirements. The variation in the size of the umbral cone as the
spacecraft approaches perihelion (P) is also illustrated in Fig. 4-13. At P-10
hours the umbra is nearly cylindrical, allowing the HGA to be tilted outward to
track the Earth at that time. At perihelion, the umbra shrinks to the conical
shape which limits the overall configuration volume. The umbra shown at peri-
helion includes an allowance for plus or minus 7 deg of pointing off nadir for
4-17
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the optical experiments. Note that the Earth direction (as shown by the HGA
vresight) has moved almost 45 deg by this time ) bringing the HGA within this
smaller umbra.
The fields and particles plus gravitational science configuration
(option 11) is shown in Figs. 4-14 and 4-15. Without an Imaging System, several
simplifications or optimizations can be made compared to the full science option.
First, L110, tungsten tube in not required and the telescopes and related support
structure and deployniellL devices can be removed. Secondly, the reaction wheels
are not necessary because precise pointing of the spacecraft is not required.
Thus, a larger umbra is available and can be exploited to allow a larger-
diameter high-galn antenna and greater science/RTG separation. Reduced science
and larger antenna can allow a power reduction or fewer RTGs. The main shield
remains essentially the same shape because of the mass loss requirement.
The top view (Fig. 4-15) of option 11 depicts the placement of each
insLrumonL on the spinning platform. Also shown are the plasma wave antr4anas
and magnetometers. The remote placement of the RTGs and their radiators away
from the bus can be seen,
Option III consists of a 3-axis stabilized fields and particles space-
craft. Its appearance is virtually identical to option 11 with the exception of
the deletion of the drag-free sensor. The system design is much less complex.
Only a single frequency V ,^lecommunicaLions system is necessary, which greatly
reduces the radio power requirements (by about 40%). The attitude control system
complex'LLy is similarly reduced by deleting the drag-free functions as well as the
many drag-free propulsion elements. The summary of these reductions yields a
savings in mass of about 7 1 and a savings in system power of about 20%.
Changes are possible in the overall configuration for the optical
only (option IV) spacecraft as shown in Fig. 4-16. With no fields and particles
requirement on mass loss, the primary shield has a larger angle (about 60 degrees)
cone. The direct viewing instruments remain the same as option I requiring the
contamination tube through the shield. Optical pointing accuracy demands the
reaction wheels and optical bench design similar to option I. The coronal view-
ing platform contains larger versions of the coronal viewing instruments than
were possible on option 1.
A major departure from the other (3 axis stabilized) options is the
spin stabilized fields and particles option (V) shown in Fig. 4-17. A spinning
spacecraft provides the desirable fields of view for the particles and fields
experiments.In addition, a spinning spacecraft can reduce costs if it can be
designed with minimum complexity. This is assured if the spacecraft has oblate
inertial properties (Iz ",> 1). The high aspect ratio of a carbon-carbon shield
results in very prolate (lz/lx << 1) inertial properties, eliminating carbon-carbon
as a feasible shield material. This shield design is made of tungsten and very
low aspect ratios are possible. Although the spacecraft could be designed to
be oblate, the spacecraft mass is increased si gnificantly. Hot spots occur near
the center of low aspeot ratio inverted conical shields. The solution is to
design a truncated conical shield (shown in the figure), eliminating the hot spot
in the center by creating a hole through the center of the shield. This toroidal
geometry also improves the oblateness of the spacecraft making it a thermally
4-19
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V,
and inertially acceptable deBign.High telemetry rates near perihelion require
an off-axis high-gain antenna with complex articulation to maintain riarth
pointing% a difficult design problem on a spinning; 	 limits the
diameter of the high-gain antenna to about 0.5 meters, as shovni in Fig. 4-17,
Also, the antenna must reside on a despun table to maintain constant pointing
while the, spacecraft spins at 10 RPM, These constraints on the antenna design
result in a maximum telemetry rate. of 1000 bps at X-band near perihelion. In
addition, the complexity of the despun articulating antenna changes the attitude
control system from a simple spinner to a more complex (Lind costly) dual-spin
spacecraft. Thus, the motivation to provide a spinning spacecraft design can
be realized if 1000 bps of real-time telemetry near perihelion and increased
spacecraft costs are acceptable.. It should be noted that the 1.9 x 10 9 bit bubble
memories could be used to store data for later playback, producing a much higher
effective telemetry rate at perihelion.
A summary of the mass and power estimates for all of 
the 
options is
given in Table 4-4. A major "overhead" for all of the Options is the massive
thermal shield and supporting structure. Thus, even the lowest mass option
(option III) yields a mass reduction of only about 20%. Power reductions can be
as high, as 33% from the most complex option. The total spacecraft mass for each
science option is compared to the launch mass capability for the two current
ballistic trajectory options; JGA short and JGA long. A Centaur/STAR 48 upper
stage is assumed for the trajectories. Performance capability is summarized as
launch mass margin expressed in percentage. A launch mass margin of greater than
20% has been used as a guideline during the study: Clearly, with the Centaur
capability, this margin criterion is easily met using a JGA "short" trajectory
for all but the full science option. For the full science option, a JOA long
trajectory is required.
k*
Using the JPL cost model, the relative project costs between the science
options have been estimated and are given in Tab•o 4-5. Because the designs do not
contain significant detail, the absolute magnitude of any one estimate should not
be considered very accurate. . However, the relative costs of the options are based
on similar inputs to the model and would thus be reasonably accurate. The values
have been normalized using, a value. of 1.0 for the total project cost of the full
science option.
This table allows comparisons of the project cost impact between each
of the science options. For example, the full science spacecraft cost is 20%
higher than any of the other options. This difference is not larger because
of the cost "overhead" for the shield and other necessities for all of the
options and has little relationship to the actual saience, payload differences.
A more specific comparison can be made between the spacecraft costs of options III
and IV. Initially it would appear the F&P spacecraft (option 111) would be
Less complex and thus less costly than the optical spacecraft. However, upon
closer scrutiny of the design, it is realized that the number of experiments op.
the F&P spacecraft is significantly larger because that spacecraft also includes
coronal imaging experiments. To support this larger number of experiments is
more costly. The dual-spin F&P design is one of the more costly options in the
table. The complex spacecraft is clearly the cause. This spacecraft has the
heavier tungsten toroidal shield with a much more complex support structure than
the comparable carbon-carbon cone shield in the other options. Also, the thermal
and Structural design of the toroidal bus makes it a very low inheritance design.
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Table 4-5. Science options project cost comparison€ (Normalized)
Option	 I	 11	 111	 IV	 V
Oravity plus	 F&P only Optical P&P only
Item
	
Tull science fields & particles 3 axis
	 only	 dual spin
Spacecraft
	
0.66
	 0.54	 0.50	 0.48	 0.54
MOS	 0.09	 0.09	 0.08	 0.08	 0.08
Project
management s	0.25
	 0121	 0.18	 0.18	 0.21
Total	 110	 0.84
	 0.76	 0.74	 0.83
aIncludes reserve and allowance for program adjustment (APA) and MA&B.
In addition, the complexity of a dual-spin attitude control system which must ac-
complish nadir pointing maneuvers and high-gain antenna pointing near perihelion
is perceived as being very costly.
4.6	 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
Specific recommendations affecting the mission and system designs have
been made by the science teams and are summarized in Table 4-6. The principal
recommendations of each science team are listed in the left column of the table r.nd
the responses to those recommendations are given in the adjacent columns. In some
cases the details of the response are beyond the scope of this report and references
to more detailed analyses are given. Some cases fall into the category of future
studies which can be pursued when new funding support becomes available. The sta-
tus of the remainder of the cases can be found in this document and are suitably
referenced by paragraph number. It can be seen that nearly two-thirds of the recom-
mendations have d,lready been incorporated into the mission and system design concepts.
Although a mission has not been chosen for STARPROBE at this time, the
five optl.ons presented here will allow NASA and the scientific community to deter-
mine the extent to which to commit funds for the firat mission to the Sun, given the
current fiscal and other programmatic constraints. The full, science option is close
to a Voyager class mission. If the scientific community can present a strong enough
case for the large return and complex requirements from this mission then its 'rela-
tively high cost may be defensible. Onn conclusion from the science option study
is that in order to reduce mission costs, mission requirements would have to be re-
laxed. A mission to 4RS
 requires a significant development beyond what can be in-
herited from previous interplanetary spacecraft designs, Ttie high cost overhead
for shield, telecommunications, drag-free, and instrument development makes the
science options more alike than not. Reductions iii scientific objectives and re-
quirements can be combined with changes in the perihelion radius (i.e., moving out
from the Sun). At a sufficiently larger perihelion radius, it is expected that more
traditional interplanetary (Lower cost) spacecraft capabilities may be applicable to
STARPROBE. Proposed studies include parametric analyses of missions out to TORS,
which would eliminate the J 2 and many of the in situ experiments but would probably
result in a viable scientific mission with significant project cost reductions.
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Table 4 . 6. Science Group recommendations affecting mission design
Reference
Science Group recommendations 	 Status of implementation
	
(or section)
Gxav	 (Section 1.5)
Ranging data sensitivity
Higher harmonics & other parameters
K-hand tracking
Doppler extractor on spacecraft
Coronal model
Proof mass charging models
Spinning spacecraft effects on maser
Maser lifetime
Maser effects on detectability
Small period trajectory options
Jupiter studies
Fields and Particles (Section 2.3)
No spin stabilization
Deployable rotating platform
Retractable magnetometer boom
Refractory plasma wave antennas
Clectr,ostat.,',c ion deflection
Solar instrument development
Tma in , (Optical) (Section 3.3, -..4)
Viewing through hole in shield
Separate collimation tubes
CLD on spin platform
Coronal hUV spectrometer
VM/T Gregorian telescope
Larger data storage (3.5x 10 9 bits)
Optical contamination protection
Pointing coverage at perihelion
Polar inclination trajectory
Perihelion after solar minimum
Large negative angle
Advanced instrument development
In current J2 analysis 4-6
In current .l' 2 analysis 4-6
Effects not significant 4.10
In radio subsystem design 4-9
In current channel analyses 4-9
Future simulation model addition 4-6
Future study - not in design
Future study w not in design
Future study - not in design
Analysis completed -not in design 4-10
Future study - not in design
Current design 3 axis stabilized	 (4.5)
Current attitude control design
	 (4.5)
Current boom design
	 (4.5)
Current antenna design
	 (4.5)
Future study - not in design
Future funding required
Current shield design (4.5)
Current optical design (4.5)
On current platform design (4.5)
Future study - not in design
Current design concept
Current design 1.9 x10 9 bits (4.5)
Current Wo tube in shield (4.5)
Current configuration design (4.5)
Current trajectory design (4.2)
Not current trajectory design (4.2)
Current traj ectory design (4.2)
Future funding; required
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